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PREFACE
A mission which was undertaken by two geological consultants,
Mr, Donald L. Hetland and Dr. Jean-Marie Obellianne, commenced in Venezuela on the 3rd March, 1981 and was completed on the 30th of April,1981.
During the mission only nine days were spent in the field. The field
work consisted of examination of the La Quinta, La Luna and the Navay
Formations in Tschira State in western Venezuela. The remainder of the
time was spent at the offices of various National Organizations concerned
with uranium.
This report describes the findings, conclusions and recommendations
of the mission. Because so little is known or written about uranium
occurrences in Venezuela, the emphasis of the report is on geologic des»
cription of the various rocks of the country and which rock units could
be favorable for the discovery of uranium.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1* The IUREP Orientation Phase Mission to Venezuela believes that
the Speculative Uranium Resources of that country fall between 2,000
and 42,000 tonnes. This assumes that a part of the Speculative
Resources would be extracted as byproduct uranium from wet-process
phosphoric acid production.
2. Past exploration in Venezuela has resulted in the discovery of
very few uranium occurrences and radioactive anomalies except for
the many airborne anomalies recorded on the Guayana Shield.
3. To date no economic deposits or significant uranium occurrences
have been found in Venezuela except for the uraniferous phosphorites
in the Cretaceous Navey Formation which are very low grade.
4. The uranium occurrences and radioactive anomalies can be divided
according to host rock into: (1) Precambrian crystalline and sedimentary rocks, (2) Cretaceous phosphorite beds, (3) continental sandstone,
and (4) granitic rocks.
5. The greatest geological potential for further uranium resources is
believed to exist in the crystalline and sedimentary Precambrian
rocks of the Guayana Shield, but favorable geological potential also
exist in younger continental sandstones.
6. Since the Guayana Shield is the most promising for the discovery
of economic uranium deposits most of the proposed exploration effort
is directed toward that area. Considerable time, effort and capital
will be required however, because of the severe logistical problems
of exploration in this vast, rugged and inaccessable area, Meager
exploration work done to date has been relatively negative suggesting
the area is more of a thorium rather than a uranium province. However
because of the possibility of*several types of uranium deposits and
because so little exploration work has been done, the Mission assigned
a relatively small speculative potential to the area, i.e. 0 to 25,000
tonnes uranium.
7. A small speculative potential (0 to 2,000 tonnes) was assigned
to the El Baul area in Cojedes State, in the Llanos Province. This
potential is postulated to occur in veins in the intrusive alkalic
granite. As in other anomalous areas in Venezuela, very little

exploration work has been done on these uranium occurrences. The
potential estimate is kept low because of the weak and scattered
nature of the occurrences.
8. Because of the present lack of evidence that uranium can be
precipitated in substantial quantities in the continental sandstone
the Kission is unwilling to put the Speculative Resources of these
areas any higher than 0 to 9,000 tonnes uranium. If geologic exploration drilling were to prove favorable environments at depth and
intersected one good uranium section, the whole situation might change
and the Speculative Resources could be increased.
9. Some speculative potential, i.e., 2,000 to 6,000 tonnes uranium.,
is assigned to the Cretaceous Navay Formation in the State of Techira
to be recovered as a byproduct of vet-process phosphoric acid production. Currently there are no acid processing plants in the area
but some af the phosphate is of commercial grade.
10. Because surface exploration in the known favorable areas such BS
the La Quinta Formation in Tachira State has been extensive and less
than successful, it is improbable that additional work of this type
in the same areas would materially increase the number of new radioactive anomalies. Further surface survey work in these areas should
be mainly designed to assist the understanding of the sedimentology
and psleoclimate during deposition, hydrology and the geologic structures at depth. Surface reconnaissance survey work will be required,
however in other areas with Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic detrital
sediments but mostly in the Precambrian rocks of the GuayanaShield.
11. The IUREP Orientation Mission suggests that over a period of
five years, some 18 million U.S. dollars be spent on surface surveys
utilizing geologic studies, radiometric and geochemical surveys and
some drilling for geologic information in selected aress. Additional
drilling will be required later to substantiate or invalidate the
estimated Speculative Resources and to acquire sufficient evidence
on which to base an estimate of the Reasonable Assured Resources or
Estimated Additional Resources in Venezuela. However the Mission is
unwilling to make an estimate of the required additional drilling or
the cost until such time as the surface reconnaissance work proposed
above is complete, particularly in the Guaysna Shield area, and the
favorable areas are better defined.

12. The comparison between the Mission's proposal (detailed in text)
and the present recommendations of the national organization, CONADIN,
shows that, in effect, the Mission endorses the proposed national
surface survey program both in scope and objective, but suggests
some modification in regards to techniques and methods employed.
The Mission also suggest that the proposed drilling be increased
by nearly four times.
13. The Mission therefore believes that there is a difference of
approximately 1.3 million U.S. dollars between the recommended five
year plan and the Mission's estimate of what is required to conduct
an adequate five year exploration program to evaluate Venezuela's
Speculative Resources.

B. INTRODUCTION
•Bl TERMS OF REFERENCE
The basic objective of the International Uranium Resources Evaluation Project (IUREP) is to "review the present body of knowledge
pertinent to the existence of uranium resources and evaluate the
potential for discovery of additional uranium resources and to suggest
new exploration efforts which might be carried out in promising areas
in collaboration with the countries concerned."
Following the initial bibliographic study which formed Phase I of
IUREP it was envisaged that a further assessment in co-operation
with, and within, the country concerned would provide 8 better delineation of areas of high potential and a more reliable estimate
as to the degree of favourability for the discovery of additional
uranium resources. It was planned that such work would be accomplished through field missions and the resulting report would be known as
the Orientation Phase of IUREP.
The purpose of the Orientation Phase mission to Venezuela was ( a)
to make an estimate of the Speculative Resources* of the country,
(b) to delineate areas favorable for the discovery of these uranium
resources, (c) to make recommendations as appropriation the best
methods for evaluating the favorable areas, operating procedures
and estimated costs, (d) to develop the logistical data required to
support the suggested program and to compile a report which will be
immediately available to the Venezuelean authorities.
B2 GENERAL GEOGRAPHY
Venezuela located in the northern part of the South American
2
continent (Fig. Bl) has an area of 912,050 km including the island
of Margarita (Nuevo Esparta state) and 71 other islands. It does
not however include the 160,000 km in the Esequibo Reclamation
zone currently in dispute with Guyana (Fig. B4). The maximum length
from north to south is 1271 kms which extends from latitude 0 o 45 f
just above the equator, to 12°llf north latitude. The maximum
^Speculative Resources refers to uranium, in addition to Estimated
Additional Resources, that is thought to exist mostly on the basis
of indirect evidence 8nd geologic extrapolations, in deposits discoverable with existing exploration techniques. The location of
deposits envisaged in this category could generally be specified •
only as being somewhere within a given region or geologic trend.
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Fig. B2 Venezuela and other
South American countries

Fig. Bl Location of Venezuela
length from east to west is 1493 kms. The country is almost the size
France, Italy, Holland and Belgium combined, or about two and a half
times larger than California. Venezuela is bordered on the west by
Colombia, 2050 kms; on the south by the jungles of Brazil, 1800 kms;
on the east by Guyana, 700 kms, 8nd on the north by 2815 kms. of
Caribbean coast (Fig. B2).
Topographic relief divides Venezuela along the Orinoco River
into the Orinoco lowlands and mountains to the north and west and
plateaus to the south (Fig. B3). The mountains in the north «nd west
form an arc with peaks up to 4,877 meters extending along the Colombian
border west to the Atlantic Ocean. Within this group of mountains
are the Sierra de Perija along the border with Colombia, the Cordiller -de Merido ( or Andes de Herida ) trending northeast from Tachira
state and the Cordillera de Caribe which trends east-west and is
composed of two segments. Lake Maracaibo and the Gulf of Venezuela
in the west are encompassed by the nearly level Maracaibo lowlands*
Lake Maraca ibo is the largest lake in South America and is probably the

Fig. B3

Physiography of Venezuela.

worlds richest due to the vast amount of oil it contains.The region
between the northern mountains and the Orinoco River contains the
Orinoco Lowlands, which also contains large quantities of heavy oil.
Extensive salt flats are found along the Atlantic coast in eastern.
Venezuela. South of the Orinoco River are several lowlands and
high plateaus (up to 1800 meters), Fig. B3, which constitute the
Guaysna Shield area in Venezuela. This immense 8nd essentially
unexplored area represents a stable ancient era ton comprising about
50percent of the total land area of Venezuela. Angel Falls, the
highest falls in the world is located within this ancient shield area,
where it falls 97-9 meters, over twice the height of the Empire State
Building, from the brim of the Auyantepui Mesa.
Of the more than/1000 rivers in Venezuela, the Orinoco, which is
2,092 kms long is the most important draining an area of about

Fig. B4

Venezuela Administrative States

780,000 kms 2 , Fig. B5. The other rivers in Venezuela drain directly
into the Caribbean sea or Lake Maracaibo.

ORINOCO
Fig. B5
Hydrography of
Venezuela

The climate of Venezuela is tropical and humid however it varies
directly with the elevation. The hot tropical zones range from 0 to
900 meters in elevation and averages 26.7°C; the temperate zone
ranges from 900 to 1800 meters while the cold zone is above 1800
meters in elevation (Fig.B6),
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Fig. B6

Climate of Venezuela

The humidity averages 80 percent but is lower in the western
and northern mountain ranges and higher in the eastern Lowlands
(Guayana Shield). The rainy season extends from May to November but
decreases from the south to the north except in the intermontane
basins. The Amazonas area averages 2000 mm per year; Maracaibo
1700 mm; Caracas 1100 mm; Ciudad Bolivar 380 mm and Guanare 1100 mm
per year.
Plants and vegetation types 8re determined by the altitude and
amount of annual rainfall, Fig. B7. Venezuela is a forest country
except in less rainy zones where only grasses and small bushes grow.
The Cordillera de Merida and other lowlands have a light rainy season

in May and June and heavy rainfall during September end October.
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Fig. B7.

Distribution of vegetation in Venezuela

The population of Venezuela is core th^n 13,000,OCC with over
three fourths of the inhabitants'Iiv5.ng in the cities (Fig. BS).
Caracas, the capital, accounts for over three million followed by
Haracaibo, Bsrquisioeto, Valencia, M-racsy, Puerto La Cruz, C5udad
Bolivar and Ciudad Guryara. With an annual population growth of 3.7
percent, over hclf the population is IS yesrs of age or uñéer.
B3 Administration and Communication
The basic unit of Venezuelan local administration is the municipality. The municipalities are grouped into Districts and the Districts
into States. Venezuela is a democratic federal Republic governed by
the President who is elected by direct popular vote every five years.
The President has executive authority and together with his appointed
ministers runs che Government. The President can not succeed himself
but is elgible to run again after 10 years following his previous
t e n of office.

o

Fig. B8

Density of the population in Venezuela

The legislative authority is held by the National Congress
consisting of a Senate and a House of Deputies (Parliament). Senators
end deputies are elected for five years at the same time as the President. Two senators are elected from each state, the Federal District
and the Federal Territories. Also five additional senators are chosen
according to the electoral census. Former presidents become senators
for life.
The last election was in 1979 and the incumbant political group
is the Democratic Christian Party (COPEI ) . This party replaced the
Democratic Action Party (AD) the other major political group in
Venezuela.
Venezuela is divided into 20 states, two Federal territories,
72 islands ard a Federal District (Fig. B4). The two Federal Territories include Anazonas Territory in the Guayana Shield area and the

Delta Amacuro in the Orinoco delta. The Federal District includes the
immediate area of Caracas and the seventy two islands.
The official language in Venezuela is Spanish and the official
religion is che Catholic Church, although there is complete freedom
of religion. The monetary unit is the bolivar, divided into 100
céntimos. At this time the official rate of exchange is U.~S; $1.00 •
B? 4.28, however at most hotels and-change offices the rate is U.S.
$1.00 - B5 4.20.
On 11 June 1969, Decree"No. 72 was proclaimed to help economic
8nd social development of the different provinces. At this time the
Government created eight administrative regions (Fig. B9) which are
as follows: (1) The Capital region including the Federal District
of Caracas and the state of Miranda, (2) the Central region including
the states of Aragua, Car8bobo, Cojedes, and Guarico, (3) CentroOccidental region including Falcon, Cars, Portuguesa and YaracuC
states, (4) Zuliana region including only the state of Zulia, (5)
Los Andes region including Barinas, Merida, Tachira and Trujtllo
states, (6) Sur region including Apure state and the Federal Territory
of Amazonas, (7) Nor-Oriental region including Anzoa-Tegui, Monagas,
Nueva Esparte and Sucre states and (8) Guay8na region including
Bolivar state and the Federal Territory of Delta Anacuro.

5. Dt U» And»»
6. Sur
?. Nor-oriental
8.Gaayon«

Fig. B9 Administrative and Economic Divisions of Venezuela

\t
Transportation facilities in Venezuela are concentrated in the
northern part of the country where there is a high density of population. Over 55,725 kilometers of roads, of which 18,000 are paved,
link the chief cities and towns. Super highways have been built
between Caracas and Maiquetia international airport, Valencia and
other major populated areas. The Pan American Highway in western
Venezuela is 1,700 kilometers long. A highway constructed through
dense jungle in southeast Venezuela connects with the Brazilian highway system. Access to the eastern region of the country has been
improved in the last decade by construction of paved roads and a 1678
meter bridge across the Orinoco River which links with highways in
the south.
Construction began in early 1976 on a 3,697 kilometersnational
railway system. Four railroad lines with more than 500 kilometers
of track are now operating as follows: (1) Caracas to Valencia, (2)
Puerto Cabello to Barquisimeto with a branch to transport the Riecito
phosphate ores, and
two
lines around Ciudad Guayana to transport
iron ore from El Pao and Ciudad Piar. (See attached road Map)
The country has 17,000 kilometers of navigable inland waterways.
Oceanic vessels can use water transit along the coastline, the OrinocoApure Rivers and Lake Maracaibo.
There are more than 100 airports and airfields in Venezuela. Four
of these provide international service,i.e. Maracaibo, Maiquetia
(serving Caracas), Barquisimeto and Maturin. Airtaxis serve 32 cities
and towns, particularly those situated in the Guayana Shield area.
Helicopter services are also avalaible for areas without ground access.
B.4 Topograhic and geologic maps
The "Servicio de Carto^Aphia Nacional" publishes topographic maps
in two series at scales of 1/1,000,000 and 1/100,000. Only the
1/1,000,000 scale series is complete.
Geologic maps at a scale of 1/500,000 covers the entire country
with 25 sheets.This set of maps ( 30 with legend, relief and structure)
sells for B?. 300 and may be purchased from the Ministerio de Energy.
y Minas in Caracas. Geologic ©aps are also available at a scale of
1/1,000,000. Only 5 sheets at the scale of 1/250,000 have been
completed. Other available maps are listed in the appendix.
Aerial photographes on a scale of 1/40,000 are available from

All of the country north of 6° north.latitude has been covered. The
area south of 6° north latitude has been flown by side looking radar
(S.L.R.)
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ERT2. LANDSAT and SKYLAB photographs and digital data are available for the entire country. Gravimetric and hydrogeologic maps 8t
various scales are available from the Minister of Energy and Mines.
B5

Administrative Bodies concerned with the regulation of geological
ar.d mining activities including those of uranium.
At the present time the ultimate responsibility for all aspects
of geology mining and energy rests with the Minister of Energy and
Mines(MEM).
From 1951 to 1974 the Ministry of Energy and Mines was responsible for all uranium activities. In 1975 however the National Council for the Development of Nuclear Industries (CONADIN) a nd VE¿3¡a t ion a 1
Utility Company (CADAFE) were created by the government to develop a
nuclear industry.
All rights to uranium exploration and production have been confined to the Government since 1975.. There are no private companies,
either foreign or domestic currently concerned with uranium exploration
or nuclear power in Venezuela. Only Government departments and national companies are authorized to promote nuclear industries as shown
diagramstically in Fig. BIO.
As of 1981 the Goverment agencies concerned with uranium geology
and exploration activities are:
1. Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM)
2. National Council for the Development of Nuclear Industries
(COfcADIH) and
3. National Utility Company (CADAFE), a state company created
for administration and production of electric power.
The Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM)
The Ministry of Energy and Mines is divided into seven major Branches,
The "Dirección De Geologia" Branch concerned with uranium exploration
is sub-divided into several divisions including Geology end Mines,
V.i. eral Resources, GeDlogic M?pping, Marine Geology, Laboratory;
Remote Sensing, Hydrogeology, Geochemistry, Geophysics, srd Public
Inquiries. The Division 5f Geophysics her-dec* by Dr. Emilio Herrero
he's the responsibility* for directing urar. ium explora!; ioi in Venezuela.

Fig. B1C

Diagram of Administrative Organizations concerned
with uranium in Venezuela
The National Council ¿or the Development of Nuclear Industries (CONADItQ
Tne UN*w board is composed of 10 to 13 members from the Ministries of
Wsr ; Economics. Education, Social Affairs,. Health, Mines, CADAFE,
Central Office for Coordination and planning (CORDIPLAN), Venezuelan
Institute of Scientific Research (IVIC) and CONICIT (Research Institute
The Minister of Energy and Mines is the President of the Council.
CONADIN is responsible for: Research andaevelopment of nuclear energy;
orientation of nuclear industry; recommendations and plans for safety;
education and research for specific development of nuclear in Health,
Ecology, Agriculture, Engineering and Industry; treaties and international agreements; and international collaboration. Consequently,
all agreements or contracts with domestic or foreign companies or
governments to buy, rent, construct or repair any equipment, substance
or material relating to the utilization of Nuclear Energy has to be
approved by CONADIN. Under its present executive secretary - Seftor
Julio Cesar Pineda, CONADIN is organized into three technical departments: Raw"Materials, Nuclear Reactors, and Nuclear Technology. Also
there are three non-technical offices: Legal and Judicial consultants,
Domestic relations, library and international relations, and Finance.
As of 1981 the Department of Raw Materials continues to follow and
control uranium exploration but with severely reduced personnel and
budget.

The National Utility Company (CADAFE)
CADAFE is a wholly owned government company whose objective is
to provide electrical power for Venezuela from various sources,!.e
hydro, fuel oil, co81, uranium, solar, etc. The vice president of
CONADIN ( the council)ts ¿president of CADAFE. Another reported
goal of CADAFE is to improve uranium exploration and exploitation
methodology and the industrialization of a nuclear fuel cycle. To
date CADAFE's role in exploration has been a sm8ll funding of a
geochemical exploration program by the University Central of Venezuela
(UCV) and sample analysis support.
BS Mining Legislation in regard to Uranium Exploration
Prior to 1975 (before COKADIK
was
created) uranium
was treated as any other metal under the 1945 mining regulations.
Since 1975 uranium exploration and exploitation is restricted to the
Government. With Decree No. .2097 dated 15 Feb. 1977 all metals were
nationalized. Gold and diamond concessions are still held by private
companies but the products must be sold to the state. The development
procedings for base metals are as follows:
Exploration is conducted by the Ministry of Mines(MEM) until
there is evidence of a commercial ore body.
Feasibility reports and development plans are prepared by the
MEM and turned over to a Provincial State Corporation established to
operate the mine or mines.
With regards to uranium the Ministry of Mines and/or CADAFE
will inform CONADIN if they discover a uranium deposit and CONADIN
will then determine proceedings for development of the deposit within
the framework of Government guidelines as,previously stated.
B 7 Technical personnel for mineral exploration (except oil)
There are two universitys which teach geology and mining in
Venezuela which are:
1. Central University of Venezuela (UCV) in Caracas. Central
also has a school of Geochemistry and Geophysics.
2. University of the Oriente (UD0) in Puerto La Cruz.
Approximately thirty geologist per year are graduated from these two
Universities. An unknown number of additional geologist also graduate
each year from foreign universities.
It is estimated there are about 1000 geologist working in Venezuela
distributed as follows. A. About *f 00 in the oil industry, B. about

50 in the iron, diamond and gold industries, (C) about 150 in the
Ministry of Energy & Mines, plus 2 in CADAFE, and 1 in CONADIN, and
(D) the balance as teachers and consultants.
B 8 Mining development (except oil)
In 1975 the iron mines of Venezuela were nationalized and the
mines operated by the Iron Mining Company of Venezuela (IMCOV) and
the Orinoco Mining Company (OMC) were put under the control of the
government owned "Corporación Venezolano Guaysna1,1 a subsidiary of
C.V.G Ferrominera Orinoco, C.A.. Authority for the nationalization
of the mines was Federal Law Kumber 580 dated December 1, 1974.
Current operating mines are the Cerro El Pao, Cerro San Isidro
and Cerro Bolivar all located in Bolivar State, Imatfrca geological
province.Iron ore production during 1977 was 13,693,491 tonnes averaging 60.587.. The measured reserves as of January 1, 1978 were reported
to be over two billion metric tonnes. During 1977 the iron ore exported was 11,676,686 tonnes of which about 6 million tonnes went to
the united St8tes and most of the rest to Europe.
As of January 1, 1978, thirty-three companies, including one
state owned, the "Corporación Minera Nacional", (CMN), had concessions
on more than 70,000 hectares (700 km 2 ). Gold produced during 1977
was 541 kilograms while the diamond production was 687,000 carats.
Underground coal mines operated during 1977 and the production
was as follows:
Kame
State
1977 Production
Corpozulia
(Guasarey Socuy)
Zulia
30,000 metric tonnes
Corporiete
Anzoategut
4,500
"
"
(Naricual)
Labatora
Tachira
3,491
"
"
(C.A.Minss de Carbon)
Geo Conss
Anzoategui
500
"
"
Turve Lanas S.A.
T.F. Delta Amaeuro
86
"
" (peat)
5 Small Mines
Tachira
147
"
"
Total
3b,724 metric tonnes

C. GEOLOGICAL REVIEW OF VENEZUELA
Introduction
Figure Cl is a geological map of Venezuela. Continental Venezuela is located in the northern part of the South American continent.
The country is divided geologically and topographically into three
large regions which are from southeast to northwest—(I) the provinces
of Guayan8, (II) the province of the Llanos, and (III) the Venezuelan
Mountains and Msraceibo Basin, Fig. CI-1 and 2.
I.

The Provinces of Guayana
This area consists of Precambrian rocks of the Guayana Shield
in southeastern Venezuela. It is an extremely rugged and inaccessable
region consisting of about 425,000 km 2 at elevations ranging from 300
to 3,000 meters. The entire area is covered by an equatorial forest
except for the high Raraima plateaus. There are three geomorphic . ,
regions within the province: the low plateaus south and east from
the Orinoco River and the southern Amazonas area; the intermediate
plateaus in the center of the province, and the Roraixna high plateaus.
Rocks of the Guayana Shield outcrop in the State of Bolivar and
the Territories of Delta Amacuro and Amazonas. This vast region which
is extremly remote and complex may be divided into four provinces ór
sub areas based on the general rock type and age. These provinces are
1. Imataca, 2. Pastora, 3. Cuchivero, and 4. the Roraima, Fig. Cl-3.

L E Y E N D A
PROVINCIA

DE

I M A T A C A o BOLIVAR
PROVINCIA

DE

PASTORA e ESEOüIBO
PROVINCIA

DE

RORAIMA o CANAIMA
PROVINCIA

DE

CUCHI VERO o AMAZONAS

Fig. Cl-3. Geological Sub-Areas of the Guayana Shield.
1976 flnd Mendoza 1977

From Mendes,

I8

Fig. CI-I'Geologic Map of Venezuela
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Fig. 1-1. Símbolos empleados en Columnas Estratigráficas.
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In general the Imataca Province consists of a leucocratic granulite belt of Archean age in the northern part of the shield* The
Pastora Province in the northeastern part of the shield consists of
several lower Proterozoic metasedimentary and volcanic formations,
granitoid complexes and intrusives of many gabbro and diabase dikes
and sills. The Cuchivero Province west of Ciudad Bolivar and principally in the Amazonas Territory, consists of plutonic crystalline rocks
and metamorphosed volcanic and sedimentary rocks all of lower to middle
Proterozoic age. The Roraima Province near the center of the shield
consists of high plateaus and various outliers of continental sandstone snd conglomerate of middle and upper Proterozoic age.
The Imataca Province
The Imatacs granulite belt consist of approximately 80X banded
felsic, leucocratic rocks. The remainder of the belt consist oif
interbedded mafic gneiss, magnetite, quartzite, granitic gneiss and
amphibolite. Some dolomitic marble occurs in the Quacuripia zone
between Upate and El Palmar. The felsic rocks are mostly gneiss
interbedded with granulites or granitoid rocks. The gneiss is composed of orthorombic pyroxene and granulites of biotite and rarely
hornblende. The granitoids are red, laminated and migmatic; they
contain quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, garnet and sillimonite,
Fig. CI-4.
The banded magnetite is finely laminated with very fine alternating bands of quartz-magnetite and quartz-magnetite-orthopyroxene
(40 to 60X magnetite ano 10% orthopyroxene.)
The Imataca granulite belt is composed of the oldest rocks in
Venezuela and probably on the south American Continent. Radioactive
age dating has pieced it at about 3500 m.y.
Thestructural geology of the large NW-SE trending band which is
570 kms long and 60 to 100 kms wide, is extremely complex, Fig. CI-5.
A series of several large overthrust faults have positioned blocks
of the Imataca complex of different age against each other..
The Imataca Province is delineated on the southeast by the large
northeast trending Santa Barbara fault and on the southwest by the
Guri fault, trending west southwest and east northeast.
The mineral resources of this province are iron and manganese.
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13.41
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7.19
11.47
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1.35
0.402

51.05
1.39
13.15
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0.51
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8
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146
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1
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141
21
36
260
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21
123
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87
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1 - Granulitas félsicas acidas de color rojo, 4 muestras; 2 • granulitas félsicas acidas de
color verde, 4 muestras; 3 • gneises graníticos, 4 muestras; 4 - granulitas félsicas intermedias, 5 muestras; 5 • granulitas hornabiéndicas mafias, 4 muestras; 6 • anfibolitas, 2 muestras; y 7 - granulitas biocíticas máficas, 4 muestras. Promedios calculados de DOUGAN
(1977, Tabla II).

Fig. CI-4 Assay composition of the various rocks in the Imataca Province,

Fig. CI»5 Structure! geology of the Imstaca Province south of Ciudad
Bolivsr. Scale 1/500,000
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The Pastora Province
The Pastora province is a large NE-SW trending area bounded on
the north by the Santa Berbara-Guri fault zone and on the south by
the high cliffs of the Roraime sandstone. Large acid an<5 basic vol*
carde extrasives are superposed with sedimentary rocks containing
volcanic debris. Also extensive gabbro and diabasic dikes and s i l l s
intrude the volcanic extrasives mtiá sedimentary rocks. The geology of
this province has been further complicated by the intrusion of a granitoid complex of early Proterofcoic age (Supamo Granotoid Complex).
Supamo granitoid coup lax
Concordant Intrusiva contact
Cabailape Formation
Yuruari Formation
Pastora Super Group

Cicapra Formation
El Callao Formation

Carichapo Group

(From M-enendez, 1972)
Fig. CI-6; Petrographic succession of the Pastora Super Groop

This group includes two formations, the El Callao at the base
and the overlying Cicapra.
The El Callao Formation consists of s p i l l i t i c lavas of varying
thickness (up to 3,000 meters) with some pillow-lava structures.
The lavas consist primarily of sodic basalts with some of the amphiboles
altered to greenschist facies by minor regional metamorphism, Fig. CI-?.
ANÁLISIS QUÍMICO PARCIAL POR FLUORESCENCIA
DE RAYOS X DE LAVAS DE LA FORMACIÓN EL CALLAO

i

Fig. CI-7

Muestras

%SiO2

%AJ?O3

G-282
G-283
G-1235
G-1256
G-1326
G-1360
G-1363
G-1370
G-2031
G-206J

53.8
51.7
49.2
50.0
50.5
49.5
50.8
50.3
51.6
49.8

13.4
14.4
16.2
15.2
12.6
14.4
15.9
16.5
15.6
15.9

Tomado de

%FeO( e )7.3
7.7
10.8
13.3
12.6
14.4
11.7
10.7
12.6
30.7

MENÉNDEZ

%CaO

%K7O

6.5

0.07
0.70
0.14
0.20
0.04
0.08
0.20
0.05
0.10
0.08

10.3
10.3
12.2
10.5
10.2
10.8
12.9
10.9
13.1

í
4.0
2.4

3.2
1.9
2.0
2.0

3.2
1.9
2.4
1.8

(1972, Tabla 1)

Fluorescent x-ray Assay of 10 samples from the El Callao Lsvas

1 *~

The Cicapra Formation which overlies the El:Callao Levas consists
of amphibole, biotite, epidote and quartz green schists derived from
metamorphosed basic volcanic rocks*
The Yuruari Formation overlies the Cicapra and consists of chlorite
and sericite schists interbedded with dacitic volcanics.
The Caballape Group is mostly of volcanic origin, i.e. lavas,
ash, tuffs and other pyroclastic debris from intermediate type ex»
trusives with lesser amounts of sediments. The upper part of the group
contains graywacke overlain by the Los Caribes m e m b e r which is
composed of thick conglomerate, sandstone and phyllite sequences
with some volcanic debris.
The Supamo Granitoid Complex, which has been age dated at 2,000
m.y. old, consists mainly of sodic ;crystalline rocks, primarily Trondhjemita, Fig. CI-10, granodiorite and quartz-monzonite. Some
migmatites and younger alkalic intrusives have also been identified.
The alkalic intrusives are leucocratic or alaskites as in the MantecoGuri region, Fig. Cl-8 & 9, as for example the Las Queseras leucogranite
which covers an area of about 35 kms .

Fig. Cl-8 Relstion between the Sup8mo Granitoid Complex, the younger
granites and volcanic sediments in the El Manteco-Guri region.
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The complexity of the hypovolcanic granitoid Supamo Complex is
well demonstrated in the Guasipati region by the variety of rock types
which range from ultrabasic to alkalic granites,Fig. CI-10.

Arqueomitnto
El Moniecc.
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«

§

Domo de

o

StQ,.jJu»te "¿ Domo El Foco

^

Complejo ot Suponte
(Tron)emite», gronotíioritei, cuorze-diorito».)

Gronrto
Jovtn

Fig. CI-9 Schematic cross-section in the El Manteco-Guri region.

ANÁLISIS QUÍMICO DE GNHSES TRONJEMIT1COS
SiOj

A1A
FeA
FeO
TiOj
CaO
MgO
MnO
NajO
KjO

PA

67.3
15.4
. 2.31
2.60
0.66
4.48
1.48
0.09
3.65
1.23
0.17

70.9
15.8
0.30
0.75
0.10
2.68
0.50
0.02
4.46
1.33
0.09

72.2
16.6
0.00
0.41
0.12
3.17
0.65
0.01
'4.18
1.95
0.09

72.1
16.9
0.00
0.41
0.02
3.34
0.2

0.01
4.83
1.96
0.02

69.30
16.81
0.28
1.26
0.23
3.34
1.08
Tr.

6.00
1.39
0.03

73.35
13.97
0.15
0.56
Tr.

1.87
0.11
Tr.

6.00
1.28
TE.

0.01

BaO
CO,

0.15
0.50

•

H 2 O+
HjO—

99.37

96.96

99.31

99.59

100.37

0.90
0.06
100.29

Tomado de ESPEJO (1974, Cuadro 5).

Fíg. CI-10
Complex.

Chemical assays of Trondhjemitic gneiss from the Supamo
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Fig. CI-11 Geologic map of the Guasipati region showing the younger
granites of the Supamo Complex.
The Cuchivero Province
The Cuchivero province of the Guayana Shield includes the area
west of Ciudad Bolivar and all of the Amazonas Territory to the south.
It consists of well developed epizonai and epimesozonal plutonic crystalline rocks and slightly metamorphosed volcanic and sedimentary
rocks.
The plutonic rocks are represented by alkalic granites, leucogranites and quartz monzonites, granodiorites, tona lites and minor
diorite intrusives.
The volcanic rocks are acid type lavas, tuffs, and ash ranging
from alkaline rhyolite, rhyodacite, dacite to quartz-latite.
The Caicaro Formation is the basic effusive sequence of the
Cuchivero province in the northwestern part of the State of Bolivar,
Fig. CI-12. It was intruded by the San Pedro leucogranite and is in
fault contact with the Santa Rosalia and the PargL/aza Rapakivi granites
The age of the Caicaro Formation*is plus 1875 m.y. since this is the
age of the San Pedro granite intrusives, Fig. CI-13.

Fig. CI-12 ; Map showing outcrops of the Caicara Formation in the
State of Bolivar. Simplified from the 1/500,000 map of Venezuela
The Roraima Province
The Roraima Province consists of high, steep sided plateaus near
the center of the Guayana Shield with many sandstone outliers or remnants scattered mainly to the west and southwest fro» the main plateau.
The main plateau ranges from 1,000 to 1800 meters above the surround^
ing area however some "inselberg" remnants on this plateau have a
r e l i e f of up to 3,000 meters. The high plateaus are covered with
grass (savana) with dense equatorial forests occurring along the
edges, c l i f f s and slopes, Fig. CI-13.
The Roraima Group, which averages about 2800 meters thick, has
been sub-divided by A. Raid into four formations which from the base
to the top are 1. the Uairen, 2. Kukenan, 3. Uaimapue and 4. the
Matavi, Fig. Cl-1¿.
The Uairen Formation, the basal unit of the Roraima, averages
about 850 meters thick and consists of fine to course grained sandstone with conglomerate lenses interbedded with red s i l t s t o n e of

100

200 Km.

DIABASAS INTRUSIVAS
EN RORAIMA

REMANENTES
EROSIÓNALES
DE RORAIMA

Fig.Cl-13

Geographic distribution! of the Roraima Group

of probable volcanic origin. The base of the formation is usually
siltstone except in deep paleovalleys which are often filled with
sedimentary breccias and very course fanglomerates. The paleogeography
of the Uairen Formation is not well known.
The Kukenan Formation immediately overlies the Uairen and consists
of approximately 100 meters of black laminated siltstone and mudstone
with much slumping along the outcrops.
The Uaimapue Formation is.approximately 150 meters thick and
consists of tuffs, siltstones.with jasper, mudstone, red and green
rhyolite flows, with some coarse conglomerate lenses.
The Matac/j Formation is estimated to be 600 meters thick and
consists of massive silicified sandstone which forms the "inselbergs"
in the province. The sandstones are thick bedded with well developed
cross-stratifications and probably are silicified eolian sand dunes
or possibly are sub-aqu8tic.
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Tectonic synthesis of the Guayana Shield
Million years
3600
Development of the original crust
3400
Imataca Province; mob 11 belt
GURIEKSE OROGENY
Jasper, banded iron formation, carbonate, greywacke and
alkalic lavas from the geosyncline
3^00-3100 Polytbermal and regional metamorphism(granulites), plastic
folding and mlgmatite formation
3100*2700 uplifting and faulting (Guri fault), erosion
STRUCTURAL AND REGIONAL DISGONFORMITY
2600-2400 Pastora Province: mobil belt
TRANS-AMAZONICA OROGENY
Mafic and ultramafic rock intrusion and extrusion. Pelagic
sedimentation in a geosyncline
2400-2200 Flysch, subsiding and regional metamorphism(green schist
and amphibolite fades),
Sodic granite with contact metamorphis» and migmatites.
Granite dome and anticline againts greenstone syncline,
Arcu8te faults and ulterior transcurrent faulting
2200-2100 uplifting of the Pastora Shield
Faulting and Los Caribes W e - m b e r which looks like Molasse
sandstone sedimentation (Botanomo Group)
'"^^^/^'V-/STRUCTURAL DISCONFORMITY--X_^-\_^^_^-^^*--^^
2000
Cuchlvero Province
Magmatic shield with minor tectonics
uplifting of the Imataca-Pastora continental shield and
subsidence of the old pre-Imataca eroded granodiorite shield
Partial granite melting
2000-1900 Faulting of the Imataca-Pastora shield
Ignimbrite and rhyolite-rhyodacite flows followed by intrusion
of potash rich granite in zones of weakness
1900-1700 uplifting with normal faulting
Potassium rich granitic intrusion like the La Parana granite
'"X/'V/^w REGIONAL UNCONFORMITY-Nw^v^^^_^--v_^-—V^^^^^X^
1700-1600 Roralma Province
Tectonic deltaic-continental sediments
Detrital sedimentation in separate basins created by different
areas being uplifted or subsiding with basaltic intrusions
(diabase and dolerite dikes and s i l l s )

Million years
1600-1500
Rhyolite flows interbedded with sandstones
Minor metamorphis*
1500-1400
Potash rich granitic intrusions ranging fro» small plutons
in the Pastora Province to large batholiths like the
Parquaza RapakivC Granite of the Cuchivero Province
UNCONFORMITY
'^-^^^—^->_^-—
v^^-^^-^
Deltaic continental sedimentation: atectonic sandstone
1400-1300
formation which has not been studied in detail and has
sometimes correlated with the Roraima
-MAJOR REGIONAL UNCONFORMITY /^
'^^^s^^^^y^^^^^^^
Uplifting and erosion
800 to
recent
Paleozoic Basalt intrusions (diabase and dolerite dikes
and sills)
Erosion, peneplaning and depression of parts of the
shield and subsequent deposition of Quaternary and Recent
alluvial and coluvie1 sediments
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II

THE PROVINCE OF THE LLANOS

The Province of the Llanos Is a large lowland between the
Venezuelan Andes on the north and the Guayana Shield area on the
south. It is a very flat lowland consisting of about 260,000 km 2
at an elevation averaging about 150 meters. Very extensive oil exploration has determined the existence of two deep basins separated
by the northwest-southeast trending £1 Baul Saddle, Fig. CII-1.
The basins are filled with Mesozoic and thick Cenozoic sediments»
Relatively small oil fields have been found in the Barinas-Apure
BBSin on the west while the Eastern Venezuela Basin an the east con<
tains the largest oil fields in Venezuela. Much of the basins are
covered by thick Quaternary sediments from the Apure and Orinoco
Rivers.

"^"""" "•"» .^^.

*0f*Ttt»+*

Fig. CII-1 Sedimentary basins of the Llanos Province
There are no outcrops in, this very large flat province except
along the northeast side where upper Tertiary sediments are exposed.
Also a few Paleozoic plutonic and volcanic outcrops of the El Baul
structure are exposed between the two basins.
El Baul Plutonic and Volcanic Doae
The intrusive granite of the El Baul Dome is composed of three
facies of varying texture, i.e. the outer facies called the Togoto,
the intermediate facies called the Nata Oscura and the central facies
called the Pinero. These granites intrude the Ordovician El Barbasco

Group of sediments, Fig. CII-2, which have been metamorphosed near the
intrusive contact. The £1 Baul granites have been dated at 297 m.y.
EDADES

BORDE
SEPTENTRIONAL
OE.L CRATON

n
EL BAUL

ANDES VENEZOLANOS

m
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PERWA

PÉRMICO

PEKS.

MES.

DEVÓNICO

SILÚRICO

ORDOVICICO

CÁMBRICO

PRE-CAMBRtCO

Fig. CII-2

Stratigraphic correlation of the Paleozoic sediments in
Venezuela

The El Barbasco Group consists of three formations which in
ascending order are, the Mireles, the Cerrajon and the Cañaote, which
total about 7200 feet of phyllite and black shale.
Overlying the El Barbasco Group is the Guacamsyas volcanic complex
of Triassic- Jurrassic age, Fig. CII-3, consisting of tuffs and
and rhyolite flows at the base and rhyodacite at the top.
The Barlnas-Apure and Eastern Venezuela Sedimentary Basins
Subsidence of the basins began at the end of the Paleozoic and
continued through the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. Published geologic data
however on the Barinas-Apure Basin during the early Paleozoic and
early Hesozoic is obscure.
PaleozoJ.£ £e¿£©eE.t8_
During the late Paleoz-oic, probably middle Carboniferous, a
large graben formed in the Eastern Venezuela Basin. Subsequently
the graben, which is about 70 knis wide, 300 kms long and about 1,000
meters deep, was filled with sediments of the Hato Viejo and Carrizal
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Correlation of volcanic facies in the Guacamayas Volcanic Complex
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Simplified map of the igneous metamorphic basement of the
southern part of the Eastern Venezuela Basin.
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Formations. These formations do ntit outcrop and their description
is based on only a few deep oil well tests, Fig. CII-4.
The Hato Viejo Formation, upper Mississipian, consists of grey,
green and some red arkosic sandstone with facies of quartrite interbedded with green mudstone.
The Carrizal Formation, lower Pennsylvanian, consists of sand*
stone and conglomerate lenses Interbedded with black or green mudstones. The presence of plant and organic trash debr!5, brachiopods,
fish remains and foraminifera indicate a marginal marine deltaic
depositions1 environment.
At the end of the Paleozoic, the upper Permian orogeny uplifted
the northern Guayana Shield and the northern continental platform and
the sea regressed from the Llanos Province. Subsequently, during the
early and middle Mesozoic time the epicontinental p1stform subsided
and received coarse detrital sediments from the Guayana. Shield while
the geosyncline north of the platform received flysch type sedimentation, Fig. CII-5.
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Fig. CII-5

Róeos mttomóffiew

Location of the epicontinental platform and the Cordillera
del Caribe (Montañoso System) during the middle Mesozoic

The Mesozoic sedimentation occurred between two major orogenic
events, i.e. the Permo-Triassic and the upper Cretaceous events.
During the Triassic and Jurassic periods the dislocation of Pangea,
(by continental drift) began and initiated tectonism, voicanism and
rift and graben structures in western Venezuela. The graben structures
were filled with red beds and lacustrine sediments with interbedded
volcanic material
In the Harinas-Apure Basin there are no known Triassic or Jurassic
sediments. The sedimentation began with a transgression of the
Cretaceous sea which deposited glauconitic and phosphatic material in

the marginal marine Fortuna and Esperanza Formations, Fig. CII-6.
The Esperanza Formation, which is marginal marine, consists of
claystone, milestone and silts tone with glauconite, phosphate pebblesand fossils.
The Burguita Formation of upper Cretaceous age, was deposited
by a regressive se* and consists cf micaceous glauconite and greygreen limy sandstone with minor cross bedding.
XT
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Fig. CII-6

Stratigraphic correlation of the Cretaceous formations
in western Venezuela.

In the Eastern Venezuela Basin the transgression of the sea
during the Cretaceous was more to the east and the center of the
basin during this period as shown by Fig. CII-7.
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Fig. CII-7

Stratigraphic correlation of the Cretaceous formations
in the Eastern Venezuela Basin.
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The Cretaceous Canao, or Temblador Formation, consists of detrital
material recognized by drilling at 1200 meters. The detrital material
consists of grey-green and purple conglomerates, conglomeratic sandstone and siltstone which rests unconformably on the crystalline
Guayana Shield or on the Carboniferous Carrizal Formation.
During the Cretaceous period, marine transgression began at the
Aptian (115 m.y.) and continued to the Maestriehtian (75m.y.). Subsequently the sea regressed and the epicontinental platform was
covered by epiclastic sediments. In the basin, the thickness varies
from zero to several hundred meters. This formation was subsequently
overlain by the marginal marine San Juan Formation during the regression of the sea.
During the first 65 million years of the Cenozoic period eastern
Venezuela was a continental platform which did not receive any sediment
ation During the middle Eocene there was a marine transgression of
the Barinas-Apure Basin, and also transgression of the Eastern Venezuela Basin during the upper Eocene and Oligocene time. At the end
of the upper Miocene the Andes Mountains began to rise and produced
great quantities of coarse grained mo lesse detrital sediments which
essentially filled the intermountane Maracaibo Basin and also covered
the Llanos Province. The fluvial deltaic sedimentation continued
through the Pliocene. Thus the Cenofeoic Era may therefore be divided
into two cycles:
1. Lower cycle or regressive from the Paleocene to the middle
Eocene.
2. Upper cycle from the upper Eocene to the Pliocene. This
cycle was transgressive until the upper Miocene, then regressive from
upper Miocene to pliocene. During this period marginal marine, fluviodeltaic and fluvial epiclastic sediments were deposited in the inter- ,
montane Maracaibo Basin and the Llanos Province,
In the Barinas-Apure Basin , Fig. CII-8, at the end of the lower
cycle there was a marine transgression from the northesst, Fig, CII-9,
which deposited the Gobernador Formation. This formation consists of
light grey to black, friable to indurated, fine to medium grained
sandstone. The sandstone is conglomeratic in some places and the
sedimentation has the appearance of a prograding deltaic complex, i.e
deltaic at the base, overlain by a channelmouth bar, with a distributary
channel at the top as shown on the lithographic log in Fig. CII-10.

Fig. CII-8

The lower cycle of the Cenozoic Era in Western* Venezuela
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Paleogeography during the upper part of the middle Eocene
in the Barinas- Apure Basin
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Stratigrsphic log of the Gobernador and Masparrtto Formations in the Barinas«Apure Basin

Above this sequence are limestone and limy sandstone of the
marginal marine Masparito and Paquey Formations, After a period of
no sedimentation, continental sediments filled the basin vith a thickness of more than 500 meters of the Parangula red conglomerate, coarse
grained sandstone,siltstone and mudstone of Miocene age.
The Rio Yuca Formation of Pliocene age overlies the Parangula
and consists of more than 2000 meters of continental red mudstone,
conglomerate and siltstone including some lignite.
In the Eastern Venezuela Basin during the upper cycle of the
Cenozoic, the Guayans Shield had a gentle north slope to the north.
Also during this time the sea was prograding toward the south, Fig.
CI1-11. Consequently all of the formations deposited during this
cycle pinch out against the Shield, Fig. CII-12.

Fig. CII-11 Upper Eocene paleogeography
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Schematic cross section of the Eastern Venezuela Basin

The fluvial-deltaic sediments of the La Pascua (upper Eocene)
Chaguaramas (Olig-Miocene), and Las Piedras (Pliocene) Formations
all pinch out progressively to the south against the basement crystalline rocks of the Guayana Shield, Fig. CII-12. Quaternary and
recent fluvial sediments from the Orinoco River draining the Shield
area currently cover the northern margin of the shield and eastern
delta area.

III

THE VENEZUELAN MOUNTAINS (CORDILLERAS) AND MARACAIBO BASIK

The Venezuelan Mountains are represented by two distinct and
separate mountain systems: The Andes system on the west and the
Montañoso system to the north and east.
The Andes system is subdivided into two branches» The Merida
Andes on the east side (also called the Cordillera de Merida) and
the Sierra de Perija on the west side, Fig. C 1-1. A stratigraphic
log and tectonic sequence of geologic events during the evolution
of the present day Andes is shown in Fig. CIII-1 from Schubert, 1977.
Selected formations considered for uranium resource potential are
also described.
The Merida Andes is about 425 kms long, 80 kms wide and up to
5,000 meters in elevation. The mountain ranges are extremely steep
rising abruptly from the adjoining flatlands. The surface area is
approximately 34,000 km 2 . There is a metamorphic crystalline core
with considerable granitization and minor volcanic activity which
ended at the end of Permian time. ~ Thick Paleozoic and Mesozoic sed*
imentary rocks form the bulk of the mountains with minor remnants of
early Tertiary rocks. The main structural features ara horsts ano
grabens associated with e nonnal fault pattern in which three directions predominate: the longitudinal one which trends more or less
northeast and the two others which cut it at roughly 30 degrees.
In spite of the Venezuelan Andes systems having undergone a long
tectonic history extending from the Paleozoic to the Cenozoic, the
present structural framework was formed during the Tertiary. The
actual uplift of the Andes began after the Eocene, movement persisted
into the Pliocene when they achieved their present form.
The Sierra de Perija is 250 kms long and up to 3600 meters in
elevation rising steeply from the intermontane basins. The crest of
the mountains forms the border between Colombia and Venezuela. The
surface area of the Sierra de Perija is approximately 7,500 km 2 .
Because of the steep terrain and the dense underbrush the geology
of this area has not been mapped in detail. The core of the steep
mountains is composed of Precambrian and Paleozoic metamorphic rocks.
This core is covered mainly by Pennsylvanian, Permian and Mesozoic
sedimentary rocks.
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Precambrian Crystalline Core
The Precambri8n Iglesias complex forms the core of the mountains
and has been subdivided into two fades as follows::
A. The Sierra Nevada (lower) facies near the town of Merida,
consists of garnetiferous and micaceous gneiss, approximately 1200
meters thick, with some micaschists, amphibolites and quartzites.
B. The Bella Vista (upper) facies disconformably overlies the
lower facies in the Colorado mountain range. Very few detailed
studies have been completed on this facies of the Precambrian which
consists of me tamo rp hie greenstone facies with grey to grey-green
sericite and chlorite schists, dark grey to black slate and dark
grey phyllites.
These two facies of the Iglesias complex have been age dated
at about 600 m.y.
Peleozo ic
The Sabaneta formation (Permian) which outcrops in the Herida
Andes is composed of a grey-green coarse grained, quartz sandstone
at the base grading upward to red and purple siltstone and mudstone
at the top with minor sandstone and conglomerate lenses. The thick»
ness is about 1200 meters, Fig. CIII-2.The sedimentary environment
was fluvial with some foothill breccias and fanglomerates in a narrow
basin which may be a graben. Marine limestones and shales of the
Palmarito formation unconformably overly the Sabaneta formation,
Fig. CIII-4.
Granitic intrusives were significant in the Perija and Merida
Andes Mountains during the Paleozoic and includes the binary El Carman
granite and the Laculata quartz monzonite to the north; the quartz
monzónite of the La Soledad and Censqua granite in the central area;
and the biotite-hornblende granite in the south, Figures CIII-2 63.
Triassic and Jurassic (MesozoJLc)
This was a time of fliivio-deltaic and lacustrine sedimentation
in which the typical red beds of the Merida Andes and the Sierra de
Perija were deposited, i . e . the La Quinta formation type.
de^ PerijjB- In these mountains there i s a series of

Fig. CIII-2 Pre-Mesosoic Outcrops
of the Sierra de Perija from the
1/500,000 geological Map of MEM '
1976
• * • * K UMCACWI

Pig. CIII-3 Precambrian
Paleozoic outcrops of the Merida
Andes from the 1/500,000 geological Map of MEM-1976
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Fig. CIII-4 Stratigraphic log of th« Sabanet* Formation from- the
section of Quebrada La Succia, which is parallel to the MucuchachiSanta Barisara road. From Lagoven S.A, Geología de Venezuela 1980

f l u v i a t i a l , fluvio-deltaic, lacustrine red beds interbedded with
tuffs, agglomerates and other acid volcanics as shown in Pig. CXXI-5.

Fig. CXXX-5

Triassic-Jurassic section with the sedimentary sequence
Tinacoa-La Quinta- 1,2,3 & 4 l o c a l i t i e s with
continental f o s s i l s .

The basal Me so zoic formation in this area i t the Tir?acoa Formation
which is about 1600 «eters thick and consists of two members— a
lower calcareous lake bed member separated from an upper sandstone
member by acid volcanics. Fig. CIII-6
The overlying Macoita Formation is also separated from the
Tinacoa Formation by a thick sequence of acid volcanics interbedded
with calcareous limestone, red sandstone and red mudstone, Fig, Clll7 and CXI1-8.
The La Quinta Formation 'consists of fluvial continental red
sandstone interbedded in places with volcanic, tuffs and conglomerates.
The thickness of the La Quinte is over 2000 meters which together
with the underlying redbeds of the Tinacoa and Macoita Formations
totals over 5,000 meters.
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Fig CIII-7 Stratigraphic log of the Macoita Formation in the
Sierra de Perija.
From HEÁ and Whitman, 1960
Me£ida Ande£— Significant and widespread deposits of the La
Quinta Formation also occur in the southwestern section of the Herida
Andes in the state of Tachira, Fig. CIII-8. The La Quinta in this area
is composed of thick red, fluvial conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone
and mudstone interbedded with minor quantities of dacite and rhyodacite tuff beds, Fig. CIII-9. The red color predominates except
locally in fluvial channels or meander point bars where the accumulation of plant debriShas produced a reducing environment( grey,
green or black color with pyrite) . The thickness of the formation
varies from about 500 to 3500 meters.
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Fig. III-9 Stratigraphic log of
the Palmarito and La Quinta Formations in the Quebrada-Bellaca area
From Schubert, 1968

Cretaceous (Mesogoic)
During the early Cretaceous there V*B a marine transgression on the
epicontinental platform. The initial deposits were clastic marginal
marine sediments of the Rio Negro Formation. Subsequently, with
progressive invasion by the sea, biochemical sediments such as limestones,
phosphates and black shales were deposited as the La Luna and Colon
Formations, Figures CI11-10 and CIII-11.
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Fig. CIII-10 Str8tigraphic formations of the Cretaceous £n the
Venezuelan Andes. From Geología de Venezuela, 1980
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Fig. CIII-11 Simplified stratigraphic log of the Cretaceous in the
Rio Guaruries area, Merida State. From Derenz, 1959

The lateral variation of each formation i s shown by the schematic
sketch in Fig. CIII-12
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Fig. CIII-12 Schematic diagram through the Merida Andes during
the Cretaceous period. From Gaenslen, 1962,
Movement of the continental flexure and variations in climatic
conditions explains the thickness of c l a s t i c sediments and the regul<
arity of the biochemical sediments as Aguardiente, Fig. CIII-13 for
the e l a s t i c s and
La Luna, CIII-14, for the biochemical*. The
phosphates indicate equatorial, warm and wet climatic conditions.
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Fig. CIII-13 Stratigraphic log of
the Aguardiente Formation in Trujlllo
State. From Geologia de Venezuela
1980
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Fig. CIII-14 Stratigraphic log of
the La Luna Formation with black
shales and phosphates in the Quebrada -La Molina Lobatera District,
Taehira State. From Geologia de
Venezuela. 1980

Cenozoic
During the Paleocene and Eocene epochs the Lake Maracaibo Basin
began subsiding and the sea transgressed from the northwest in the
area between Sierra de Perija on the northwest and the Merida Andes
on the southeast. During the lower Eocene detrital sediments of the
Mirador and Misoa Formations were deposited from the southwest by a
large fluyiodeltaic system prograding toward the northeast.The Mirador
Formation, Tig. 111-15 in Tachtra State is more fluviátil than deltaic
and is characterised by thick (up to 250 meters) of white massive quartz
sandstone with minor lenses of quartz pebble conglomerates and coal
seams, overlying crossbedded coarse sandstone and mudstone. In Zulla
state the Mirador is more fluviátil.
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' TheMisda Formation ,">ig. III-16, represents the deltaic portion
of this large Mirador-Kiscta river system. It consists of light to
grey quarts sandstone interbedded with blacfc carbonaceous mudstone and
shale. These sediments were deposited by distributary channels as
crevasse splay, tidal bar, barrier bar, shore bar, etc., and for»
important reservoir beds for oil, Fig. CI12-I7.
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Fig. CIII-17 Location of the various sections across the Maracaibo
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From Van Veen, 1972.

During the Oligocene, Hiocene and Pliocene epochs, (Fig.III-18)
the Venezuelan Andes continued major uplifting and the Maracaibo
Basin continued subsiding. Consequently there was enormous quantities
of detrital material eroded from the mountains into the basin.

Fig. CIXI-18 Correlation of the upper Tertiary formations in the
Maracaibo Basin.
Along the northwestern flanks of the Herida Andes, Palmar, Isnota
and BeItijoque these upper Tertiary formations are present as marginal continental fades and represent the pro gradation of several
fluvial-deltalc systems in the Maracaibo Basin. Their aggregate thick»
ness is over 3,000 meters.
The Montañoso System
The Montañoso Mountain System iséivided into two sets of eastvest trending parallel mountain ranges. The northern most set of ranges
is along the northern coast of Venezuela while the second set is a
few kms further south,Fig. CII-5. The coast range rocks consist of
Mesozoic metamorphic rocks with late Mesozoic acid intrusives. The
southern set is also composed primarily of metamorphosed Mesozoic
sediments with basic extrusive rocks. During several orogenies the
geosynclinal sediments of this area have been metamorphosed by high
pressure and temperatureand are interbedded with ultra mafic to mafic
crystalline rocks derived froa. the oceanic crust.
The Maracaibo Basin
The Maracaibo Basin in northwestern Venezuela is a deep, subsiding
basin or graben structure filled by thick late Cretaceous, Eocene and
Miocene sediments. It is a major oil producing area in Venezuela.
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PAST URANIUM EXPLORATION IN VENEZUELA

Introduction
Exploration for uranium in Venezuela may be divided into two
periods of time. The first period began in 1951 and continued thxough
1974, while the second period was from 1975 until the present time.
The 1951-1974 period
Exploration for uranium in Venezuela began in 1951 when the
Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbon invited the U.S. Geological Survey
to make a survey for uranium in Venezuela. This work in collaboration with the Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbon consisted of a
bibliographic compilation, examination and evaluation of radiómetrie
logs from 140 oil wells and field reconnaissance throughout Venezuela. The three months project also included an investigation of about
12 areas and over 100 localities in the ststes of Miranda, Carabobo,
Yaracuy, Falcon, Lara, Trujillo, Zulla, Merida, Tachira, Bolivar and
the Delta Amaeuro Territory. As consequence, uraniferous areas were
recognized in phosphatic shales (La Luna), in low-grade placer deposits
(Bolivar), and in deposits of carnotite or copper-uranium bearing
sandstones (La Quinta). The results of this study, together with
recommendations for further work were compiled in an unpublished report
by the U.S. Geological Survey (Wyant, D.G., Sharp, W.N. and Rodriguez,
C.) in 1952.
Subsequently geologists from the Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbon
conducted additional studies including carborne radiometric surveys,
geochemical studies and contracted for aerial radiometric surveys,
Fig. D2. Three large scale aeroradiometric surveys have been carried
out in Venezuela, Fig. DI. The first was a gross gamma survey over
a large area of the Guayene Shield, mainly in the State of Bolivar.
This work was done during 1960 and 1962 by Hunting Geology and Geophysics Limited (England) and Aero Service Corporation (Canada), Fig,
Dl-III.
The second aerial program was an integrated magnetic-gamma spectrometric survey over a large area in the Amazonas Territory and in
southern Bolivar State. This work was completed during 1973-1975 by
Hunting Geology and Geophics Limited, Fig. DI-I and II.
The third aerial project was in the Andes de Perija in Zulia
State and also consisted of an integrated magnetic-gamma spectrometric survey. This contract work was also done by Hunting during the

period from 1972 to 1975, Fig. Dl-IV.
The 1974 to the present period
Since 1974 several events have modified the uranium exploration
picture in Venezuela. The first was the creation of the National
Commission for Nuclear Industries Development, (CONAN) in 1975.
During the period 1975-1979, exploration activities for uranium
consisting mainly of radiometric carborne surveys and geochemical
soil and water surveys were conducted by both CONAN and the Ministry
of Mines. In 1979 all responsibility for uranium exploration were
transferred back to the Ministry of Mines (MEM), Direction of Geology,
Geophysics Division leaving CONAN as an advisory agency.
In 1977, Dr. Jean Pasquali, then Chief Geologist for CONAN,
drafted " A National Plan for the Exploration of uranium in Venezuela",
which was presented at the Fifth Venezuelan Geologic Congress in
November 1977. Since then, exploration in Venezuela has followed the
plan proposed by Pasquali which consists mainly of carborne radiometric
surveys, geochemical studies and detailed geologic studies as shown
on Maps Fig. D-2 and 3.
At the present time uranium exploration activities in Venezuela
are at a very low point. The Ministry of Mines (MEM) has only one
geologist assigned to uranium studies and CONADIN ( new name for CONAN)
also has only one geologist on the payroll. The Central university
of Venezuela (U.C.V), Institute of Geochemistry has recently received
a contract from the Venezuela Government Utility Company (CADAFE)
to conduct a research program on the geochemistry of uranium in
tropical climates in the Andes. The project is for one year and will
be conducted by two geochemist in an area in Merida State in western
Venezuela.
Details of Past Exploration Projects
The total investment of past uranium exploration in Venezuela
was not available to the IUREP Mission. It is doubtful that statistics of this investment have been maintained. Details and reported
cost (when available) of the various projects are listed below.
Airborne Radiómetries Date: 1973-1975. Operator - Hunting
Surface covered- All of the territory south of the 6 # parallel
Total flight lines flown- 140,000 kilometers

£Z
Flight line Spacing: 1 to 2 kilometers
Instrumentation: Spectrometry-four channels, 7,000 cm3 crystal
volume, magnetometer (MAG)
Objective: Search for all metals including uranium.
Plane.» DC 3. Altitude - 150 meters.
Analysis: Data integrated by computor.
Cost: 8,000,000 Bolivares including interpretation and report.
Boliva£
Date: 1973-1975. Operator -Hunting.
Surface covered: Bolivar State south of the 6aparallel
Total flight lines flown- 16,000 kilometers.
Flight line spacing: 4 kilometers. Excluded high Roraima.
Instrumentaion: Four channel spectrometry. Magnetometer (MAG)
Crystal Volume- 7,000 cm 3 .
Objective: Search for all metals including uranium.
Plane: DC 3. Altitude - 150 meters.
Analysis: Data integrated by computor.
Cost: 500,000 bolivares.
Date: 1960-1962. Operator - Hunting and Aeroservice.
Surface covered - Bolivar State north of the 6#parallel.
Total,flight lines flown - 125,000 kilometers.
Flight line spacing - 500 meters.
Instrumentation: Four Channel spectrometry. Magnetometer,
(Mag & SMAG)
Objective: Search for all metals including uranium.
Plane: Probably DC 3. Altitude- unknown.
Analysis: Data integrated by computar.
Cost: 4,500,000 Bolivares.

!! £ta-te->
Date: 1972-1975. Operator - Hunting
Surface covered: Northwestern Zulia State.
Total flight lines flown - 10,000 kilometers.
Flight line spacing: 1 to 2 kilometers. Instrumentation: Four Channel spectrometer. Crystal vol. 8,300
Plane: Helicopter. Data interpretation by computor.
Cost: 1,600,000 Bolivares.

Photogeology(Side looking Radar-SLR) Fig. D2
Project completed in 1972 in Bolivar State and the Amazonas
Territory. The portion in the Amazonas Territory was interpreted
by the contractor.
Total surface area: 300,000 square kilometers.
Cost of Amazonas Territory; 4,300,000 Bolívares
Cost of Bolivar State: 500,000 Bolívares.
A-nother project was completed in 1979 which completed SUR for the
rest of Venezuela
Total surface area: 600,000 square kilometers.
Cost: 12,900,000 Bolívares.
Total cost of SLR for all Venezuela: 17,700,000 Bolívares.
Carborae radiometric surveys. Fig. D3
Several projects have been completed by MEM and CONADIN in the
north half of the country.
Surface area:, about 450,000 square kilometers.
Spacing: Very irregular. Close in the inhabited portion.
Instrumentation: Geometries Exploranium Spectrometer.
Vehicle: GMC Carryall.
Cost: Unknown.
Geochemical Surveys, Fig. D3
Several projects have been completed mainly in the states of
Merida and Tachira by MEM, CONADIN, and the Geochemical Institute
of ÜCV.
Surface area: About 35,000 square kilometers.
Methods: Stream sediments, soils and rock profile sampling,
and water sampling.
Laboratory: Fluorimetric anafysis- Institute of Geochemistry,
UCY, Caracas. Cost per sample - 15 Bolívares
Neutron Activation- IVIC research Institute at
Caracas. Cost per sample - 15 Bolívares
-Number of samples, spacing, and total cost • unknown.
Ground Followup work on Airborne anomalies/ Fig. D3
Limited to a few test surveys in the States of Zulla, Bolivar,
the Amazonas Territory .and one preliminary economic mineral evaluation
of southeast Amazonas in 1978.
Surface area: 33,000 square kilometers, SW Territory of Amazonas
Geologist /mo. Seven plus assistants.
Type work: Field reconnaissance of the most important radio-
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-active and magnetic anomalies.
Spacing: Very large except in the anomalous zones.
Other data; Contract one year with a consultant from the '
USA: James R. Keighler. Logistical support and
supplies, plus helicopter and plane supplied by MEM
Cost: 800,000 Bolivares. Logistical support cost not known.
Drilling
To date there has been essentially no drilling for uranium in
Venezuela except for some shallow auger drill holes for geochemical
samples and a very small drilling project (Cerro Impacto) in the
Amazonas Territory. The MEM has completed a few holes for phosphate
(data not available) in Tachira State and these holes may be logged
ra d iome tr ica1ly.
Number of holes: Five
Type D r i l l : Core d r i l l , moved by helicopter
Total meters: 1,000
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OCCURRENCES OF URANIUM

Introduction
Known occurrences of uranium are not abundant in Venezuela and
no occurrence has been sufficiently, explored to develop any ore reserves. For this report the known uranium occurrences have been
described by State or Territory, with the character of the deposit,
the host rock unit, work completed to date, followed by comments of
the IUREP Orientation Phase mission. The states where radioactive
anomalies and uranium occurrences have been found*,.Fig. El, and
partially studied are as follows :
A. Andean States: Tachira, Merida and Trujillo.
B. Guayana Shield: Bolivar Statt and Amazonas Territory.
C. Llanos Province: Cojedes, Anzoategui, Monegas and Sucre States.
Andean States
Crystalline and metamorphic rocks and sedimentary formations
which have radioactive anomalies and uranium occurrences are as follows:
1. Iglesias Group of Precambrian age
2. La Quinta Formation of Jurrasic age
3. La Luna and Kavay Formations of Cretaceous age
4. Isnotu and Beltijoque Formations of upper Tertiary age (Hiocen)
5. uranium in metamorphic rocks in the Bocono Fault-zone
l£le£i£s._G£oHP A few radioactive anomalies have been found by
carbome radiometric survey in micaceous gneiss, micaceous pegmatites
and in amphibolites near the town of Aquila, Merida State. Samples
outcrops along steeply dipping faults assayed up to 60 pp». The
origin of the uranium mineralization is not known. (Giraro, 1978,
Internal report by CONAN),
yj^ILtfL I 0 *™*! 0 ]* (Fig» 22). This formation consists of continental beds of red sandstone, siltstone and mudstone with small
quantities of acid to intermediate volcanic extrusives. Several
radioactive anomalies are found associated with:
A. Pods of arkosic sandstone with organic matter in the matrix
and minor quantities of black uranium minerals (pitchblende) located
in the area of Chorro del Indio, Mesa de Chaucha, District of San
Cristobal, Tachira State, Fig. E3, The highest grade reported was
3,337 ppm uranium in a selected sample.

Fig. El ; Map of Venezeula States showing anomalous radioactive regions
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B. Radioactive, interbedded carbonaceous seams in an arkosic
sandstone located at La Quebrada Eliesors (Los Canos-Uribante area,
Tachira State) with a selected sample assaying 1,375 ppm uranium.
C. Volcanic or sedimentary rocks (waterlain tuff or ashes)
located in the area of Los Caños de Uribante, Tachira State with
associated silver, copper and uranium. Some uraninite has been identified in a selected volcanic glass sample which assayed 2,000 ppm
uranium. (Cardenas, 1980. C&NADIN internal report).
The Division de Geophysica del Ministerio de Energia y Minas,
responsible for uranium exploration in Venezuela is currently making
a stratigraphic and sedimentary detailed study, Fig. E3, to evaluate
the uranium favorability of the La Quinta Formation.
lurep Mission Field Reconnaissance (La Quinta Formation).
The Jurassic La Quinta Formation consists of essentially three
uplifted and steeply dipping segment, Fig.E4a, bounded by arcuate
faults.

It unconformably overlies either the Precambrian Iglesias

Complex or the upper Paleozoic MucuchachiFormation, however the
contact is rarely seen.
of the areas visited.

High relief and steep slopes are characteristic
The La Quinta Formation is overlain unconformably

by the Cretaceous Rio Negro Formation.

The La Quinta Formation ranges

from 0 to nearly 5,000 meters in thickness and is composed of detrital
deposits oif red, fine to coarse grained arkoses and feldspathic sandstone, siltstones, shales and thin local limestones and conglomerate
lenses. Minor quantities of acid to intermediate volcanic rocks are
occasionally encountered.

The clastic sediments were deposited in an

arid or semi-arid climate by braided and low meandering streams.
Locally throughout the section, but usually near the top, grey-green
reduced outcrops are apparent indicating the presence of a reduced
area due to the presence of organic material.
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LOCALIZACION DE PRINCIPALES ANOMALÍAS RADIMETRICA
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During the field examination in Tachira State, the uranium anomalies
previously found by.carborne radiometric surveys were examined in the
San Cristobal and La Fundación segments. Fig. E4b. It was concluded
that the La Quinta Formation was probably deposited in three different
sequences, as shown in the upper diagram in Fig. E4c.
San Cristobal Segment,Fig. E2
Two of the most significant radioactive outcrops of the La Quinta
Formation examined in the area of El Chorro Del Indio are described
below;
(See Fig. E4c for sketches of these occurrences)
Pajamito^ There are three small channels, one of which is well
exposed in a road cut at different horizons in the La Quinta Formation
at this locality. These channels are conspicious because of the
grey-green reduced color of the sandstones in contrast to the normal
deep red color of the La Quinta. The lower channel, which is about
100 meters wide and 7 to 3 meters deep appears to be a low sinuous
channel with transverse and longitudinal sand bars. The radioactivity
is highest (up to 1,000 counts per second) in the organic debris
which is most abundant in the transverse sand bars. Select samples
reportedly assayed between 2,000 and 5,000 ppm. Outcrops examined
in the field however did not indicate this high a uranium content.
The lower channel is overlain by two other apparent channels however
they are poorly exposed and no dimensions are available» These other
channels sppear to be composed of scour and fill sand and shale beds
flanked by longitudinal and transverse bars. The highest radioactivity
noted on these other reduced zones is about 1500 counts per second.
There has been no exploration on this occurrence.
Chaucfcia_ At this,rpad-cu^ locality, uranium occurs in a soft,<o
carbonaceous muistoneYwtiich are about ose meter thick at the thickest
part exposed, interbedded in a thick massive conglomeratic sandstone.
The mudstone lense pinches out about 3 meters up dip and appears to
be thickening down dip below the road cut. There has been no exploration on this occurrence. Select samples reportedly assayed between
700 and 6000 ppm. The sandstone is bleached near the carbonaceous
mudstone and there is considerable kaolinYTT&Ts occurrence is located on the north flank of an east-west trending syncline.

-£ ,
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La Fundación Segment, Fig.E2
Iwo minor uranium occurrences were examined in this segment of
the La Quinta Formation which are described below. (See Fig. E4d)
£ a E Buenfis_ Uranium at this locality occurs in carbonaceous
material interbedded with fine to medium grained, scour and fill,
arkosic sediments which are exposed in a large road cut. The sardstone is locally grey-green adjacent to the organic material but
is light to deep red a few meters away. Pyrite also occurs with the
organic material. At this locality there are two anomalies, about
20 meters apart both of which appear to be at the base of the same
scour. The maximum radioactivity is about 1500 counts per second.
The thickness of each occurrence is only about 30 centimeters and the
radioactivity is not continuous between them. There has been no
exploration work done on this occurrence.
JLos_Cano8 The La Quinta Formation at this locality is nearly
vertical. The outcrop consists of fine sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and limestone deposited in a flood plain environment. The color
is light red except for a 40 centimeters bed of bleached fine sandstone. Copper and uranium are confined to a 4-20 centimeters bed of
grey mudstone. Radioactivity ranges from 700 to 1,000 counts per
second. A select sample of 2,000 ppm uranium has been reported.
There has been no exploration workjdone on this occurrence. About
100 kilograms of the mineralised rock has been sent to Caracas for
analysis and metallurgical work.
Observations on the La Quinta as a uranium host formation.
Only the upper part of the La Quinta Formation (upper 200-300
meters) near the unconformable contact with the lower Cretaceous
Rio Negro Formation appears favorable for the discovery of eommer
cial uranium deposits. Even here the potential appears very lim
ited when considering the following factors:
1. The very steep regional dip of most of the formation
2. The relative paucity of organic material or other precipitating agents.
3. The great mast of regular bedded sandstone. Massive, uniform
sandstone bodies are not likely to contain significant uranium deposits.
4. Most of the formation consists of extensive, thick,red
sediments.
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laterally equivalent and consist of black shales and grey-black fetid
limestones. They are very extensive and certain areas have phosphorite
beds which contain uranium averaging 70 ppm in the following areas.
a. East of San Joaquín de Havay, Tachira State, the La Luna
Formation has a facies change to the Navay Formation which contains
an extensive phosphorite bed. This facies change occurs in the transit ion zone between the deep Uribante Basin on the west and the Barinas
platform on the east. (Pasquali 1978, COKAK Internal Report)
b. Several anomalous radioactive areas have been identified in
the Las Cruces and Capaz region in Herida State. The anomalous areas
are associated with phosphorite beds which reportedly average 140 pptn
uranium. (Giral 1978, CONAK Internal Report)
c. In the Minas-Torococoregion, Trujillo St8te, one anomalous
area has been identified in phosphorite beds of the La Luna Formation.
(Quintero 1979, CONAn Internal Report)
d. In the Las Tapas-Los Monos region, Tachi xa State, an
anomalous area, Fig. £5, 10 kms long and from 250 to 500 meters wide
is located in very permeable, fine grained, angular phosphatic quartz
sandstone, phosphatic mudstone and beds containing fish bones and
mollusc remains» This zone is overlain by fine grained sandstone
containing pyrite in wavy bedding, (tidal flat environment), in the
Navay Formation. The estimated uranium content for these various units
is j as follows:
- fire phosphatic quartz sandstone » 100-600 ppm of U3O3
- phosphatic mudstone50-200 "
" "
- rocks with organic remains 50-160 "
" "
These same rock units siso occur in the Guayamito region, Herida State.
e. liraniferous phosphate near La Ho lina, -Tachira State,, has a
upper content óf P2O5 than the phosphate of.Riecito, Falcon State»
•It could be an important source of fertilizer.. *>u.t *£>t o^or¿«runvi,
Iurep Mission Field Reconnaissance (La Luna and Kavay Formations)
Marine phosphorite beds occur throughout the La Luna and Nav8y
Formations, but they are discontinuous and frequently occur as isolated
lenses or pods. In Tachira State there are two categories of phosphorites.
1. Phosphorite beds deposited near ths seashore as the Kavay
Formation with a quartz sand matrix or
2. Phosphorite beds deposited off shore on the continental

Fig. E5: Location of radioactive anomalies in the San Joaquin de NavayLas Tapas—Los Monos or Libertador region, Tachira State. Scale 1/100,000

platform with a carbonate matrix.
These two categories were examined in the field during the
fachira State reconnaissance trip.
Navav_ Farm£tJLp£ ¿ho&£horite, fe^á^J^SPS^líS^-PE £^ e seashore
Figure E5 shows the general location of the phosphorite
mineralized trend from Las Tapas on the west to Los Monos on the East.
Currently only a few surface outcrops are known which do not appear
to be connected in the subsurface.
The Los Monos deposit is 2 kms long, 300 meters wide and 10
meters thick, while the Las Tapas deposit has more surface extent
it is only 5 meters thick. At Los Monos some of the phosphorite beds
are also only 5 meters thick but there as marry as 10 different horizons.
The uranium content ranges from 200 to 250 ppm U^Osand the P2O5 is
about 25 X, Fig. E6.
There has been some drilling in the Quebrada La Cueva phosphate
deposit,as shown in the lower sketch of Fig. E6, toward the synclinal
axis which indicates that down dip below the zone of weathering, the
phosphate and uranium content is much lower, i.e. 13% P2O5 and 15 to
20 ppm uranium. Based on the drilling which has been done and on surface reconnaissane in the area it appears that at the surface there has
been an enrichment olf both phosphate and uranium, while below the zone of
weathering there is none. This greatly restricts the areal extent of the
economic phosphorite beds and limits the potential uranium resources.
In this ore, which contains 60 to 70 % silica, tests indicate that by
crushing and removing the silica the grade of the P2O5 could be increased
from 25% to 32% which is a good commercial phosphate.
A two meter thick phosporite bed in the La Luna Formation is currently being mined at Quebrada La Molina in Tachira State. The ore is mined
underground and after crushing is bagged and sold directly as fertilizer.
The ore content is 22% P2O5, 70 ppm uranium, 10% SÍÓ2, 47% carbonate and
minor iron, fluorite and aluminum. The grade of phosphate and uranium is
low and it is doubtful a wet process phosphate plant which could also re*
cover uranium as a byproduct in the area would be economical.
Observations on the La Luna and Navay Formations as uranium host rocks.
Both the La Luna and Navay Formations are widely distributed and contain varying amounts of phosphorite beds. In general the quantity of
uranium in the La Luna is to low to be a potential source of uranium.
The Navay Formation has the greatest tonnage and the highest grade
of phosphate and in addition has the highest grade uranium which could
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an¿ Bel^tijoque^Fo^rmat^ion¿ Minor radioactive anomalies
have been detected in these Miocene Formations in continental, arkosic
sandstone, siltstone and mudstone facies on the northwestern flank
of the Merida Anees. The sandstone in some localities contains abundant organic plant debris. The provenence for the detrital material
is probably from the Tovar type granitic intrusives which are numerous
in the core of the Andes Mountains.
Boconp^ Faulty Zone^ Several anomalous areas have been identified
along the Bocono fault «one in oetamorphic rocks of the crystalline
core and in the La Quinta Formation. Additional work needs to be
done in this area to determine the significance of the anomalies
and to determine the origin of the uranium, (Pasquali-1978).
Guayana Shield Fig. E7
The Precambrian rocks in Bolivar State and the Amazonas Territory
appear to have the most favorable geology for the discovery of economic
uranium deposits. . An extensive integrated magnetic-gamma spectrometric
survey has been completed over most of this region but to date ground
follow-up studies to evaluate the many apparent anomalies has been
very limited. The most significant apparent anomaly, the Cerro Impacto,
was tested by drilling, but the anomaly appears to be a thorium occurrence rather than uranium.
Also a radiómetrie carborne survey along the road from Ciudad
Bolivar to Santa Elena detected several anomalies in the Imataca
Province. Follow-up ground reconnaissance of these anomalies revealed the following:
- Feldspathic and biotite leucocratic gneiss with some pegmatites
containing uranium and thorium minerals (3,000 counts per second) in
samarskite, monazite and other resístate minerals.
- The Santa Rosalia granite (1875 m.y.) has intruded the Imataca
gneiss and has an unusually high radioactive background which is
unexplained.
• In the area of Santa Barbara de Piar and Guacuripia pisolitic
horizons in the soil profile are referred to as a uranium occurrence.
This is probably due to uranium enrichment by weathering of the
Imataca gneiss.
In the Pastora Province the intrusive granite La Paraqua(1,300 m.y.)
has a high radioactive background but there is no reference to its
origin.

Fig. £7.

Simplified geology of Bolivar State and the Amazonas Territory

c
Llanos Province
Anonalous radioactivity has been found in the Pinero facies
(younger, fine grained with syenite) in Cojedes State, Fig. E8,
of the El Baul granite by carborne surveys. Subsequent ground followup work revealed uraniferous thorite in fault zones associated with
hematite, (2,000 ppm t^Og in selected samples.)
uranium mineralization (ranging from 20 to 185 ppm ) has also
been found in the Gusyamacas volcanic rocks in the area along small
faults and fractures.
Small uranium occurrences were found by carborne surveys near
the common boundary of Anzaategue, Monagas and Sucre States. Subsequent ground investigation discovered uranium (171 ppm) in the
San Francisco area, Monagas state in black shales interbedded with
fine grained sandstone. A more recent carborne survey (1979) has
identified several additional radiometric anomalies which need additional detailed study.
Investigations in other states and territories
During 1978 and 1979 carborne radiometric surveys were completed
in the states of Guarico, Carabobo, Miranda, Lara, Portugese, Barinas,
Apure, Falcon and Zulia, Fig.CI-£. The results of these surveys are
not available.

Fig. E8.

Simplified geology of the El Baul Dome.

Scale 1/500,000
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PRESENT GOVERNMENT URANIUM RESOURCE POSITION

At the present time^there are no official government estimate's
of uranium resources in Venezuela. This is due to the Limited amount
of exploration work completed to date for uranium.
The most favorable host rocks for speculative potential uranium
resources appears to be in the Guayana Shield area. However the
severe climatic conditions and lack of access will make the task of
developing this potential difficult and expensive.
G.

FAVORABLE AREAS FOR SPECULATIVE POTENTIAL

Introduction
This chapter contains a discussion of the estimated speculative
uranium resources in Venezuela and the reconmended exploration techniques which may lead to some indication of their existance. The
method adopted was to divide the potential into the same geological
provinces as used in Chapter C (Geological Review of Venezuela), i.e.,
(1.) Guayana Shield, (2.) Llanos Province and (3.) the Andes Mountains.
Guayana Shield
From the standpoint of speculative potential, the Precambrian
rocks of the Guayana Shield are perhaps of most interest and there
is a possibility of finding several different types of deposits.
Presently a large part of the Guayana Shield has not yet been surveyed
for radioactive minerals.
Potentially favorable uranium areas. Fig. Gl.
Most of the lower proterozoic rocks in the Guayana Shield belong
to the ensialic submarine eugeosynclinal suite of basaIt-gravackeand shale. Other, felsic-volcanic varieties may possibly represent
continental and subaerial suites. All of these rocks are moderately
folded and metamorphosed, and intruded by various types of granite,
see Chapter Cl, Geology of the Guayana Shield. At least six different types of uranium deposits could be postulated in this geologic
environment, which are: 1. quartz-pebble conglomerate, 2. Precambrian
unconformity related, 3. disseminated type in igneous and metamorphic
rocks, 4. hydrothermal vein type in igneous and metamorphic rocks, 5.
acid volcanic rocks stockworks and pipes, and 6, continental sandstone
type.
Quartz2¿>ebbJL£ £OHSi°S e £ a £ e — t 2P£ ¿ e 2P£^£ 8 — A i previously mentioned
a large part of the interior of the Guayana Shield has not been surveyed
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in detail and more favorable conglomerates may be discovered in the
Proterozoic Formations. Potentially favorable areas gleaned from
what little literature is available appears to be mostly located in
the undifferentiated rocks.of the Amazonas Territory.
Precatnbriai^ Hn£?nformity_rel£ted^tvp£ depo£i£g. The main interest
is the unconformity of the Roraima Sandstone on the lower Proterozoic.
The unconformity has been above sea level certainly since the Tertiary.
Thus mineralizing connate water could have moved near and along it
both during middle and upper Proterozoic and later times. This zone
of unconformity probably had a tectonic history similar to that of
the unconformity of RomboIgie in Australia. As in this country,
many of the rocks that underlie the unconformity are lower Proterozoic
met88ediments and metavolcanics, generally greenschists, moderately
folded and faulted. Some of the sedimentary rocks are carbonaceous
and many are pyritic. Over large areas the lower Proterozoic rocks
are either intruded by younger granite or rest on an older gneissis
basement. More than half of the Roraima basement probably consist
of granite and gneisses. Thus also resembling the general geological
Athabasca situation in Northern Saskatchewan, Canada.
The main block of the Roraima Sandstone in Venezuela covers an
area about 400 kms by 200 kms and outliers occur 400 to 500 kms to
the west and southwest, Fig. G-l. The base of the Roraima Sandstone
is rarely exposed. Along many rivers the base of the cliff is a
plunge-pool, formed by a high waterfall that cascades on top of a
large talus pile that has formed from the cliffs above. The spray
encourages a profusion of vegetation.
Priority exploration areas might well be the edge of the Roraima
Sandstone highplateaus, 600kma long and 40 kms wide, i.e., 24,000
square kilometers, Fig. G-2, Also the area surrounding the large
Roraima Sandstone outliers to the west and southwest is favorable
and contains 16,000 square kilometers. Thus a total of 40,000
square kilometers appears favorable forthe discovery of this type
deposit.
Dis>semin£tedjti£an_ium_in> igneous^ and[ metamorphi£ £O£k£
In the
Brazilian portion of the Guaysna Shield radioactive refractory min«
erais have been found in porphyritic facies of banded gneiss or migmatite of the basement complex and in placer sands derived from them.
Disseminated uranium refractory minerals have also been found in

a circular structure of alkaline granite in the Amazonas Territory.
These deposits of course are not good targets for uranium exploration
because of the refractory nature of the minerals. However disseminated
uraninite may be associated in alaskite (potassic metasomatism) or
albitite (sodic metasomatism) mostly in shear zones as in the Ross ing
type deposit (Namibia, South-west Africa). This kind of occurrence
could be prospected for in the Guayaría Shield especially along the
great fault lineaments.
No .specific--areas have been recognized as having the necessary
environment for this type deposit but it is recommended that this
possibility be considered during any field reconnaissance for other
kinds of deposits.
Hy¿ro_thera¿l_Vein_ Ty£e_in ¿gneou£ an¿ metamorphi£ £?£ks/ This
type of deposit is associated with syntectonic and late tectonic
intrusive leucogranites, rich in deuteritic fluids and alteration
zones associated with episyenite bodies, (French, Portugués and
Spanish granite deposits). This type may also be associated with
large alkslic intrusions as Pocos de Caldas in Brazil. The most favorable areas might well be as follows (see tectonic synches 15 o f the
Guayana Shield in Chapter CIl*
-- syntectonic trans-amazonian granites: Supamo complex of
the Pastora Province.
—
late-syntectonic trans-amazonian granites in the Cuchivero*.
Province.
late tectonic granites as the Parguara granite near Puerto
Ayacucho, Fig. Gl,
— younger alkaline granitefas the La Pa ragua, Fig. G2. Younger
granite intruding the Supamo Complex and Simarabosche, Map II,
The surface areas for these targets are relatively large, i.e.,
30,000 square kilometers for the Supamo Complex including the La
Paragua granite and 15,000 square kilometers for the Parguaza granite
and Simarabosche. These two large areas should be the first target.
The second should be the intrusive leucogranite complex in the Cuchivero Province and in the undifferentiated Precambrian of Bolivar
State and the Amazonas Territory.
Aci^-y£.^£8E^£ 5P£kjS£O£kwo£kja£d_Pip£ Dej>O£its. As shown by the
Tectonic Synthesis of the Guayana Shield, a large amount of effusive
acid volcanics were deposited after the Trans-amazonian orogeny, see
Chapter CI-general tectonic synthesis of the Guayana Shield, Uranif-

erous stockworks and breccia pipes associated with fault and fractures
should be a target and recommendations are made to explore the Cuchivero Province by wide spaced field reconnaissance traversing to
evaluate the uranium favorsbility of this volcanic province. A
surface area of about 15,000 square kilometers is estimated for this
target.
¿and£t£n£ ty£ejdepos¿t£. As described in Chapter CI, the Rorajjna
Sandstone Group is subdivided into four formations in Venezuela. The
lower formation, Uairen, consists of fluviátil sandstone and minor
conglomerate deposited by a braided stream system. The Kukenan
Formation above the uairen is mainly mudstone. The overlying Uaimapue
Formation consists of a series of silstones and reddish arkoses with
jasper and chert.The upper formation, the Mataui, consists of tabular,
reddish orthoquartzites and dense, well cemented, crossbedded sandstone
probably of eolian origin. The primary target is to look for Francevillien type deposits (Gabon) in the sand-channels in the upper part
of the thick red arkosic sandstones overlain by mudstone and black
shales near the marginal marine or marginal lacustrine environments.
The uairen and Kukenan couldbe favorable for uranium deposits near
the margin of the intraerátonic Roraima Basin. The edge of the
Roraima Plateaus and the outliers should be explored during exploration
for the unconformity-related type deposits.
Recommended exploration Methods
Various exploration methods used in the past or currently used
in the Guayana Shield have not been effective and recommendations
are made for the utilization of other techniques which may be relevant
for future exploration programs. Proposed exploration techniques
are as follows, in the order of execution.
Pre-Fiel£ Of£i£e_Work. Exploration in the Guayana Shield is no
easy undertaking and is very time consuming and expensive. Consequently every effort should be made to pre-select areas for investigation
prior to going to the field. With this in mind, advantage should be
taken of any information available or which has been generated by
previous projects. It is known that exploration work has been done
on the Guayana Shield in Colombia, Brazil, Gayana and Surinam and the
results of this work( which might not be available) should be compiled
and evaluated to determine favorable environments and to determine if
there are patterns or trends into Venezuela.

Review of the past airborne radiometric surveys should be initiated in an effort to determine the valid anomalous areas from the
35,000 reported anomalies. This work should be done line by line to
relate the anomalous areas to the geology, if known, and to geologic
or tectonic structures using air photos, side looking radar (SLR),
ERTS and/or Landsat satellite imagery.
Another obvious but vital pre-field project which bears repeating,
is to analyse the recognition criteria of deposits in similar type
environments in other parts of the world so they will be recognized
if encountered in pre-field office studies or in the field.
jFÍ£l¿ Reco£n£Í£S£n£e_ This should include a. geologic studies
including mapping, b. ground radiometrics, c. geochemical sampling,
d. detailed airborne radiometrics, and e. trenching and rock sampling.
Most of this work will be done simultaneously and all should be done
during the dry season.
a. Geologic studies including mapping should be a first priority
in all areas of interest and particularity along river drainages
where fresh outcrops of the bedrock are more apt to be found. The
inter-river areas are usually covered with heavy brush or trees and
deep laterite weathering which obscures much of the bedrock. Airphotos should be used to aid in delineation of veins, determination
of contacts, alteration zones, tectonic structures and for control
of the traverse.
b. Ground radiometric traversing, usually done simultaneously
with geologic studies should be undertaken with reliable instruments
designed to withstand the tropical climate and high humidity.
c. Geochemical data should be accumulated from surface waters
and fine stream sediments. In general analysis should be directed
toward mobile uranium and not uranium tied up in refractory type
minerals. It is recommended that in some stream sediments, particularly in the sedimentary environments, that consideration be given
to assaying for other elements that commonly are associated with
uranium.
d. Detailed airborne radiometric surveying should be conducted
to evaluate selected areas using gamma spectrometry equipment with a
large volume crystal mounted in a helicopter. The helicopter would
be used mainly for ground support but could also be used by the geologist for geological studies and for radiometric surveys of selected

areas. Rim flying of the Roraima Sandstone and evaluation of tectonic
structures would be most applicable.
e, Surface uranium showings and anomalous areas found by radiometric, surveys should be evaluated by trenching and sampling, Select
samples for mineralogical studies and bulk samples for quantitative
analysis should be taken in all areas of interest. Drilling is
recommended for the second stage of exploration (not discussed here)
but small portable gas operated drills such as the llwinkie" may be
useful for obtaining samples a few meters below the surface.
Conclusions of the Guayana Shield
First priority exploration should be directed toward the unconformity related type deposits which may occur below the Roraima Sandstone. The most favorable areas for this type deposit totals about
40,000 square kilometers.
The second priority should be for hydrothermal vein type deposits
in igneous and metamorphic rocks as previously described in areas
which total about 45,000 square kilometers.
The third priority should be for stockwork and breccia pipe
deposits in volcanic rocks in the Cuchivero Province over an area
of about 15,000 square kilometers.
The total surface area for these favorable environments totals
about 100,000 square kilometers for the first stage of exploration.
It is estimated that with an adequate staff the area could be evaluated (first phase reconnaissance) in five years. Using an estimated
cost of 100 U.S. dollars per square kilometer the total cost would
thus be 10,000,000 U.S. dollars or 2,000,000 U.S. dollars per year.
While the IXJREPvsuggests looking for various types of deposits
in Venezuela which are significantly large in other parts of the
world, the Mission believes deposits in the Guayana Shield will be
relatively small because most of the host rocks are mantle derived
rather than from the sialie crust. Thus the Mission estimate of
Speculative Potential in the Guayana Shield will range between 0
and 25,000 tonnes uranium.
Llanos Province
Except for some minor outcrops in the El Baul area most of the
Llanos Province is covered by extensive Quaternary and Recent sediments deposited by the Orinoco and Apure rivers.

o. z
Potentially Favorable uranium areas, Fig. G2
Two areas are considered to have minor quantities of speculative
uranium resources in this province.

These areas include (1). Tertiary

sediments in the eastern Llano Province south of the Orinoco Oil
Fields and north of the Guayana Shield and (2) the El Baul area in
the northwest part of the Llanos in Cojedes State.

As far as can be ascertained no uranium minerals or anomalous
radioactive areas have been identified or reported in this area.

The

potential host rocks for sandstone»type uranium deposits in this area
of the Llanos are the continental and fluvio-deltaic facies of the
Tertiary as described by the geological staff of CONADIN at the fifth
Geological Congress of Venezuela in 1977, (D..J. Pasquali and P. Audemard).

These formations include the detrital sequences of the

Morichito, La Pascua, Las Piedras and the Chaguaramas Formations.
These formations are transgressive on the Guayana Shield and are
characterized by predominantly continental and marginal marine fluviodeltaic sediments.
There is no doubt that certs in amounts of uranium could be
moving about in the subsurface waters of the southern Llanos province.
The uranium was probably leached from the Guayana Shield and transport
ed during the various Tertiary periods by surface waters.

Precip-

itation of the uranium could have occurred when -a reducing environment
was encountered due to the presence of organic material in the sed*
iments or H2S from the petroleum in the Eastern Venezuelan Basin.

In the El Baul area the Mireles, Cerrajon and Cafiaote Formations
of the El Barbasco Group, (mostly shale), are intruded by the El Baul
granite of late Paleozoic age.

This granite has a central facies ,

the Piftero Granite, which is abnormaly radioactive and in which some uranium minerals are present occurring in faults and fracture zones.
Softe later voÍcenles are also present in the arma»
Recommended Exploration Methods
Since most of the Tertiary Bas n is covered by thick Quaternary
and Recent sediments surface studies are of little value. Carborne
surveys have been fairly complete but did not reveal anything. The
recommendations for this area are as follows:
Oil well logs in the Tertiary Basin should be reviewed however,
it is reported that most of the logging starts well below the formations
of interest. Cuttings from the drilling should be available however
and should be analysed for radioactivity and for reduced zones. Minero logy studies should be made of zones of interest.
Hydrogtochtmical sampling of water wells in the area should be
initiated to determine the uranium content in parts per billion.
It is also recommended that 30 rotary drill holes, 300 meters
deep be drilled on wide spacing to test the favorability of the
sediments.
In the El Baul area exploration techniques similar to those
recommended for the Guayana Shield should be applicable, i.e., geologic mapping and radiómetrie traversing, gtochtmical studies, and
trenching and sampling. In addition it is recommended that a minimum
of 5,000 meten of exploration core drilling be completed on the
best showings to determine if the uranium and structures persist
at depth.
Conclusions of the Llanos Province
The favorable area in the Tertiary Basins consists of about
30,000 square ki lome t e n . The e5 tima, fed cost of the first phase of
exploring this area is 1,000,000 U.S. dollart. Because of the
lack of any positiva indications of uranium and because tht £tdimtnts
cannot bm examined on the surface the Kitsion assigned a speculativ«
potential estimate of 0 to 5,000 tonnes uranium to the «rea.
Tht favorable arta in tht El Baúl arta covtrs approximately
2,000 square kilometers. Estimattd cost of tht first phase of exploring tht uranium occurrtnets is 2,000,000 U.S. dollars. Tht uranium
occurrences art rtporttdly weik and show no continuity at tht surface.
Btcaust of this and dut to tht lack of any exploration work in the area,
tht Mission assigned a small Sptculativt Potential of 0 to 2,000 tonnes
uranium to tht arta.
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Andes Mountains Province
The formations of the Andes Mountains range in age from Precambrian to Recent, (see geological review of Venezuela, Chapter CIII)
They are composed of granitic, basic sills, pegmatite, gneiss, quartzite, phyllite, slate and a considerable thickness of sandstone, shale
and limestone. All of these rocks have been folded and faulted. The
area is characterized by steep sided mountains and extreme relief.
Potentially favorable uranium areas. Fig. G2
There is a limited potential for uranium in the Andes Mountain
Province. After nine days field work in this province and review
of all available literature the Mission assigned small speculative
potential uranium resources to two formations as follows: 1. sandstone type deposits in the continental La Quinta Formation and, 2.
byproduct uranium from marine phosphorites of the Cretaceous Navay
Formation.
Laj3uint£ Format icm. This unit which ranges in thickness from
0 to 4,000 meters thick, consists of continental beds of red sandstone, siltstone and mudstone with some thin local limestone and con*
glomerate lenses. Small quantities of acid to intermediate volcanic
extrusives are also present. Isolated uranium occurrences have been
found associated with organic material in very local reduced zones
in braided stream channels. The most favorable zone in this formation
appears to be the top 200 to 300 meters below the unconformity with
the overlying Rio Negro Formation.
*tevav_ Formation. This marine formation consists of black shales
and grey-black fetid limestone which contains varying amounts of
uranium in extensive phosphorite beds. The uranium content of the
phosphorite in the potential area is about 150 ppm while the P2O5
is between 22. and 25X.
Othe£ í?rm£tio£S;- There are other formations in this province
which could have uranium possibilities as mentioned by Dr. J. Pasquali
in his publication given at the fifth geological Congress of Venezuela
in 1977 (see Chapter CIII). These are the continental beds of the
Tinacoa and Macoita red beds and volcanic formations, Paleozoic age,
in the Sierra de Perija. The Sabaneta Formation, upper Carboniferous,
in the Merida Andes. The Rio Negro and Aguardiente, Cretaceous, in
the Merida Andes, and the Misoa, Mirador and Gobernador Formations,
early Tertiary, in the Merida Andes.

The Mission did not assign speculative uranium potential to these
formations however because of the lack of known occurrences, the
unfavorable characteristics of outcrops examined in the field and
the general lack of data.
Recommended exploration methods
Recommended exploration work in the La Quinta Formation is as
follows:
a. Sedimentology studies to determine environments favorable
for the deposition of uranium..
b. Heli-copter radiómetrie traversing to expand on the extensive
carborne surveys and to determine if trends can be established.
c. Trenching and sampling.
d. Additional geochemical studies including hydro, rocks and
soils.
e. Rotary drilling a minimum of 30 holes to depths of 200 to
300 meters or minimum of about 8,000 meters on the best occurrences.
Recommended exploration in the Navay Formation consists of rotary
drilling 2,000 meters at varing depths in the potential areas to
corroborate and if possible expand the estimated potential.
Exploration in the other favorable formations cited by Pasquali
should consist of essentially the same studies as for the La Quinta.
Conclusions of the Andes Mountains Province
Favorable areas, including the favorable formations not assigned
any potential covers an area of about 45,000 square kilometers.
The estimated, first phase, exploration cost for the La Quinta Formation is 2,750,000 U.S. dollars while only 250,000 U.S. dollars are
estimated for the Navay Formation.
Conclusion
A summary of IUREP Mission's proposed cost of exploration and '
Speculative Potential estimates for all the exploration areas is
given in Table I. The 5 year field reconnaissance program will
either confirm or invalidate the uranium tonnages given as speculative resources.

J ~s

TABLE I
IUREP MISSION 5 YEAR FIELD RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM
AND SPECULATIVE URANIUM RESOURCES

Surface
Province
Guayana
Shield

100,000

Llanos '
Tertiary
El Baul

30,000
2,000

Andes Mtns
La Quinta
Navay

45,000

Total

177,000

Drilling
meters

Estimated
expense ,
U.S.$

Speculative uranium
resources
metric tonnes

10,000,000

0 to 25,000

9,000
5,000

1,000,000
2,000,000

0 to 5,000
0 to 2,000

8,000
2,000

2,750,000
250,000

0 to 4,000
2,000 to 6,000

24,000

16,000,000

2,000 to 42,000

Geologist
training &
consultants

500,000

•
Overhead (10%)
Grand Total
177,000
Bolívares

24,000

1,500,000
18,000,000
77,400,000

2,000 to 42,000

i oo
H.

NATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EXPLORATION

The national economy of Venezuela is essentially based on development and production of its large oil resources. Therefore it is
difficult for National Organizations concerned with uranium to obtain
the funding needed to develop alternative sources of energy. As a
consequence the budget and effort currently being expended on uranium
exploration in Venezuela is extremely small» (No specific figure could
be obtained).
In 1980, CONADIN recommended a five year plan for uranium exploration in Venezuela. This proposed plan which includes personnel requirements, equipment needs, target areas, exploration methods, snd
the estimated costs has not been officially adopted by the Government
to our knowledge.
Salient features of the proposal are as follows:
1. Recruit and train a professional staff of 25 uranium geologist
and required ancillary personnel. The proposed cost would be B's
352,000 per year for five years,( 82,243 U.S. dollars per year).
2. Detailed studies of radioactive anomalies previously discovered
by airborne or carborne surveys.
3. To conduct detailed geologic studies and radiómetrie surveys on
the uraniferous granite occurrences and associated volcanics and
sediments in the El Baul area, Cojedes State and on those granites
in Tachira State.
4. To continue with detailed geologic studies but include some drilling in the Mesa de Chaucha and San Joacin de Navay zones, (La Quinta
and Navay Formations).
5. To enlarge the uranium geochemistry programs started in Tachira
and Merida States. Other states that should also be considered for
geochemistry studies are Lara, Trujillo, Zulia, Sucre and Monagas,
Known anomalies in Tachira and Merida States will be studied in detail.
6. To increase radioactive carborne survey work in the same states as
above.
7. To conduct hydrogeochemical surveys of water wells and springs
to determine the uranium ppb content and associated metals.
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8. In Bolivar State and the Territory of Amazonas (Guayana Shield)
the following studies are recommended:
a. Geologic studies and an airborne survey of the Roraima Group
and the unconformity at the base.
b. Follow-up detailed geologic and radiometric studies on anomalous areas found in (a.) above.
c. Reconnaissance radiometric and geologic studies of intracratonic
basins of the Guayana Shield.
9. An exploration drilling program in the Tertiary formations north
of the Guayana Shield and south of the Orinoco Oil Trend in the Llanos
Province.
10.

To improve and expand laboratory facilities.

11. To conduct metallurgical test on various types of uranium ores
indigenous to Venezuela.
Comparison between the IUREP Mission proposals (detailed in Chapter
G) and the attached recommendations of CONADIN appears to be less than
two million U.S. dollars. The Mission, in effect, agrees with the
magnitude of the exploration program recommended by CONADIN although
as detailed in the text of Chapter G, the relative emphase on tech*
ñiques may differ «s for example, in the greater use of geological
field reconnaissance surveys which the Mission recommends. It would
however call for much new modern equipment, well trained crews and
first class administrative and geological management.
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MAi'A* \>t .VENEM1Ü A Qllt PHl-J »KN AJ )QUIK) >< SE EN LA DIRECCIÓN DE GEOLOGÍA

Dhl. MINISTERIO DF MINAS E HIDROCARBUROS

'I itulo del Mapa

Ntansoo d« Acceso

VKNtZUELA

It 2.500.000

Geológico y Tipo* de Rocas de Venezuela

00372

li 2.000.000

Geológico de la República de Venezuela

oom

It 2.000.000

Geológico de Venezuela (Caolín)

0Q&S9

li 1.500.000

Geológico de Venezuela (Caliza*)

00*64

1» 1.500.000

Geológico de Venezuela (Avenas)

QOSSg

1> 1.500.000

Geológico y de Reciño* Minerales de Venezuela

00157

it 250,000

Geológico Tectónico Generalizado de la Parta
Occidental de la Región Central de la Cordillera
de la Corta, eos 2 hojas de cortes anexos

02219

Is 6.000.000

Mapa de Recursos Minerales de Venezuela

IJ 4.000.000

Mapa Fisiograñco República de Venezuela

00346

li 2.000.000

Mapa del Oriente de Venezuela en relación con
la Industria del I fierro

00890

1; 2.000.000

Mapa Índice de Estados y Distritos de Venezuela

00369

It 1.500.000

Tipos de Terrenos Región Norte de Venezuela

0O3S6

1> 2.000.000

Mapa ám Suelos de Venezuela

00376

li 1.000.000

Mapa geológico tectónico del Norte de Venezuela
2 hojas

02216

Mapa Geológico de los Andes Centrales de Venezuela
(Leyenda)

02*72

It 100.000

Mapa Geológico Andes Centrales

00288

It 100.000

Cortes geológicos de ios Andes Centrales de Venezuela

03670

It 500.000

Mapa Metalogénico Pronóstico de ios Andes V
lanos

02673

Mapa teológico de la CordÜleza de la Costa

00006

It 100.000

li 100.000

ESTADO AN2OATECUI
Cuenca Carbonífera de Naricual

000M

Geológico de Soledad, carta 1>F 3.608, Estados
Ancategul y Bolivar

00411

lt 500.000

Geológico y Recusaos Minerales del Estado Anaoategui

00463

li

Mapa Topográfico Geológico zona Puerto La Cruz
Pertigal etc

00014

li

10.000

lt 1000.000

10.000

. 2

li 10, (XX)
1) 10.000

Region dt tiaiveloua y Puerto l.a Crui
geológico Cueuci Carbouiíefti de Naricual

00019
00*49

ESTADO ARACUA
l i 250,000

Geológico y Re cunos Miaexule* del Estado Aragu*

00694

l i 50.000

Map* Geológico de Aragua Central

00705

It SO.000

Mapa Geológico del Área de La Victoria

00706

li

Mapa y Corte* Geológico* de la Región de Camatagua.

00692

1: 100.000

Mapa geológico Choroní Colonia Tovar

00402

1< 2.500

Mapa Geológico x>zut de PaxdiUal

00710

100.000

ESTADO BAJUNAS

it 500.000
li 50.000

Mapa Geológico y Recunos Minerales del Hitado
Barinax.

00692

Mapa Geológico Regios de fianniux Santo Domingo

00910

ESTADO BOLTVAR

1: 1.000.000

Mapa Geológico y de Recursos Minerales del Ertado
Bolivar

019(3

1» 500.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región de la Gran Sabaaa

01940

li 200.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región de Guaaipatí -EL Dorado

01796

1: 100.000

Mapa Geológico del Cuadrilátero de Upata

0Í995

1J 100.000

Mapa Geológico del Cuadrilátero La* Adjuntas - Panamo

01794

i» .soo.ooo

vjreolugia Ue la parte norte Central del F^^K^Q de Guayaca. Estado Bolívar (hojas Este y Oeste)

01947

Mapa Geológico de la zona de Guasipati- Q Callao
El. Dorado

00114

l i 200.000

Mapa Geológico de la Regios de Caica»

01936

li 200.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región de fiotanamo

01942

l i 50.000

Mapj Geológico de la Región de los indios El Pilar

01999

it

Mapa Geológico del Ceno San Isidro

0M74

It 100.000

50.000

ESTADO CAR A BOBO
1/ 250.000
li 50.000
11 500.000

Map* Geológico y de Recunos Minerales del Estado
Cara bobo

03138

Maps Geológico de la Regióu Este del Estado Cara»
bobc

02140

Mapa geológico del area de las Trinchera* B Cambur

02145

. 3
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OUJ-XX»
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J1IÜ.UUÜ

NU)>J Geológico del

tic U

\

Ma|u Geológico üc 1J Región NorueuCral del Estado
Cojcdes

00179
02147

1J

1ÜU.UOÜ

Mapa Geológico Je la Kegtón Rio P r" -**Iff TVrratint

021S3

li

1ÜÜ.ÜOO

Mapa Geológico de San Cario*. Carts N° 2.309

02146

li 25.000

DISTRITO FhDERAl
Seccione» Estructurales de la Región de Cascas

0Z2S6

l i 25.000

M.ipa Geológico de la Carta NT 240.321 Carayaca

02238

ESTADO FAI.CON

lt

1.000.000

li 25.000

s Geológico y de Recursos Minerales del Estado
Falcon
Plano Geológico del
Para guaní

Pueblo Nuevo Península de

0M59

1: 200.000

Mapa Geológico Atiícura Pueblo Nuevo (5 hojas)

02310

1: 200.000

Maj» Geológico 1^ L.oncepci6i>-Cá«igu»-Rio
Machango (hoja 2)

02311

1: 200.000

Mapa Geológico Capatarida-Paraguairi-Puerto Cumaiebo-Rio Tocuyo- filo Matícora (Itoja 3)

02312

lt 200.000

Mapa Geológico Punta Gavilán-Valencia-San ^T^^*^
Chivacoa (hoja 4 )

82313

Ji 200.000

Mapa Geológico Campo Mene Graude— BarquisimetD>
Acarigua- Valera (boja 5)

02314

ESTADO GU.MUCO
ión de los Depósiiut de Yeso del area de
£1 Portádmelo (Distrito Mouagas, Estado Cuarteo)

02518

ls 25.000

Mapa Geológico Estructural de Sus Juan de los Monas

02531

1» 1.000.000

Mapa Geológico y de Recursos del Estado Guaxico

02520

CjrioaIXera de Guárico y Miranda

02524

1: 25.000

li 100.000
1; 100.000

eológico del Noroeste de Guárico- Lago de
02527

1: 100.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región de San Juan de Los MOROS

02519

ESTADO LARA
li 500.00©

Mapa Geológico y de Localidades C«rbonfíeras del Estado
Lara

02553

lt. 100.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región de BarquisixnetD

02557

li 4.000

Plano de Localización de Arenas en la Región de Aguide

00188

1: 200.000

Mapa Geológico región BarqutsáxnetD Urachici» Rio Tocuyo.

O2M7

fcSTA/>Q MhKfüA

1: 500.000

Mapa Geológico y de Recurso» Minerales del Estado
Merida

li 5U0.0O0

Ma;w Geológico y de Recunot Miaesales de Loe nada

02650

1Í SO. 000

Mapa Geológico de Tovar

02664

"li 100.000

Mapa Geológico de La Azulits

08667

l i SO.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región ét Timotes

02669

l i SO.000

Mapa Geológico y Cortes Estructúrale* naneo Oriental
de La Culata.

02675

ESTADO MIRANDA
1; SO,000

Mapa Geológico de Loe Tequei -Cua

03693

Is SO.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región Central del Estado M i n á i s

03698

1? 100.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región Colonia Tovar-Guatize

023*4

1 i 100.000

Mapa Geológico Ara ira Cabo Codera

03691

l i 100.000

Map» Geológico de la Cuenca de Santa Lucia Ocumar»

02695

ESTADO MONAGAS
1< 500.000

Mapa Geológico y de Recursos Minerales del Estado
Monagas.

027Ó8
ESTADO NUEVA ESPARTA

1: 100.000

Mapa Geológico del Estado Nueva Esparta

02777

lt 50.000
li 133.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región Oriental de Jfcfargarita
Mapa Geológico y de Recursos Naturales Estado
Nueva Esparta

02746
02736

ES TALK) SUCRE
1> 25.000

Geología de la Región de la Bahía de Santa F¿

li 300.000

Mapa Geológico y de Recunos Minerales de lo* Estados

O28S2

Sucre y Nueva Esparta

O2S43

1: 25.000

Mapa Geológico de 1J Península de Araya

02793

l i 50.000

Mapa Geológico de la Peninsula de Paria (5 hojas)

02786

lt 200.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región Nop-Central de! Estado
Sucre.

02801

1; 25.000

Mapa Geológico Ocurrencias de Cianita al Este de la
Península de Araya

02&21

1:10a000

Maps Geológico de la »na de Fallas de El Pilar

02797

It 100.000

Mapa Geológico de la Región de Carupano

02*20

lt 117.000

Mapa Geológico de la Peninsula de Araya (3 hojas)

02804

Pa». 5

I S ! Ai O

5 0 0 .uuO

! -U I UK A

Maju v.»v»lo¿»cc y dv Kcninot Muicralcs del Litado
0286 y

1-1

<KJU

Muj».i ^cologi^o ilc la Keyióu üc Httgouero

02S63
02862

li

5O. (KX)

t. urtes Je Pregoiiciv

li

SO. (KX)

M.ijjj Geológico de la Kegióu de La Grita - San
02878

li

5 0 . ÜÜO

Mapa Geológico «Je Seboruco

02679

ll

5 0 . (XX)

Mapa teológico de la Región dd Rio Mom boy
Occidental

03054

ESTA) O TRlMILLO
l i 500.OÜÜ

ipü teológico y de Kccuraoe Minerales del Estado
Trujiüo

OSO33

TERRITORIO FEDERAL DELTA AMACURO
1: 500.000

Mapa Geológico y de Reclusos Minerales del Territorio
Delta Amactm>

03302

ESTADO YARACUY
Mapa Geológico y de Recuxsoc Minerales del Estado
Yara cuy

033Í2-

1; 250.000

Mapa Geológico del Yaraciry Occidental

03152

1: 100.Ü00

Mapa Geológico del Estado Yaracuy

03254

1.-250.000

ESTADO 2U1.IA
1: 100.000

Cuenca CartoiJíera del Estado Zulia

03262

1» 500.000

Mapa Geológico y de Recursos Minerales del Estado
Zulia

03264

Mapa Geológico de la Gojjira Venezolana

03265

1: 250.000

PEPKNMEK'CIAS FEDERAI.ES
MI: 5.00Ü. Vl;2.5UO

Mapa Geológico y Topográfico de las Idas Lo* Fraile*-

1: 25.000

Mapa Geológico del Archipiélago de los Hermano»

03322

1: 25.000

Mapa Geológico del Archipiélago de Los Testigo*

03323b

li 25.000

Mapa Geológico de la Isla La blanquilla

03324

1: 20.000

Mapa Geológico de la Islu de La Tortuga

03323

l»25.0O0

Maj>a Geológico de ÍJ isij I.a Orciiila-

03330

1:

5.000

Mapu Geológico »le la Isla Graii Roque

03333

li

4.ÜO0

ReconocbuiciitD Geológico de IOÍ Islotes Monjes del
y Lste

03335

1 ; ) (XX) . Hfc)

V .1)1.1 tlv í <v:.¡itt.n..-i6u i i d A

o de los Monje»

00261-

C3336

MAI'AS 111 OC.\< AH AI OS

1 j 5.555.555

Mu(u '1 ectouiuo dt V .u

1: 3.333.333

Mapj Geoiógioo de Venezuela

iri.OÜO.000

Mapa Fisiogrifico de Venezuela

S/E

Mapa de Recia»»* Minerales de Veoexuela

1: i .000.000

Mapa Geológico Tectónico del Norte de Venezuela
(2 hoia»)

1: 50.000

Mapa Geolb&ico de la Regios de Caracal

1: 100.000

Mapa Geológico del área de Alta gracia de Oriruco con su
hoja de cortes geológico* anexos.

li 100.000

Mapa Geológico de Qufbor

1J 250.000

M^pa de Recunos Niinendet del Estado Yaxaciry

\i 133 .333

M<*pa Geológico y de Recuso* Mi&eíales del Ertado
Nueva Esparta.

V'.ÍK'ÍST-íO Oí Ü\'ESG¡A Y MINAS
DÍ«CCC!OIM' DI GEOLOGÍA
Caracas - Venezuela
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PPEM D\c E
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. LISTA DE PUSUCÁCIONIS A LA VENTA

- BOLETÍN DE GEOLOGÍA
í-I2L2£tHk r £iÍ!jf 7 O j. • 5 D 4 p c ^ - U. 5. .$. 7,co
Fisiografía CJencc"Se7"Tuy. Yacimientos Cerro Son isidro. Gravrmet-Tc^Cuenca
Gwjrerws-Güafire. Unidades Liroesfrafigrcfreas y HsfratoHpos. Programa inferno
ciono! de Correlación Geológica.

i!LÍ¿lJ

^

U.S. S. 8,oo

ía "ierra Revácfa a! Sur de MucuchTw. Geólogo Submarina y#Founo'
del Golfo de 5«n*o Fé. Sección de! Eoceno en eí Pozo Cubaguo-1. Grcvimerno en lo Región Noroccidenrc! do
V
i

t^L.tM^Jl^Ill'

300 Pa

^- U.S. $. 18,00

Geología de los Depósitos Diamanffferosde la parte Noroccidental de la Guayano"
Venezolana. Genesis del Cobre Nativo asociado c Rocas Volcánicas de la Formación Lo Quinte en le Sierra de Períjó. Los depósiros de Meno TiraniTero de San Ouin
Hn Ccníral, estado Yarocuy; Genesis, Caracteres geológicos y estimación de reser~
ves. Generación de Magmas y aurometamorFismo por combustión subferrónsa de Ccr•ben y de Limoürcs Carbonosas en la Formación Marcelina; Peri¡a. Le Margarita de
la Formación Mucuchachí, región de Bailadores. Gravimetric en Wnezueia.AnomaIfc de'Bouguer residual en ia Región N.oronental dé Venezuela. Formación N o r i a l :
un /acimienfo carbonífero de origen Turbidítico proximal del Mioceno de Venezuela'
Oriental.

il. - Vj

í

\

E L J n_CON_GRESO_GEOl O GI CO VEN EZOLA N
NO

_ J ^ J j j _ g ,
465 Pags. U . S . $ . 5,oo
informe deTT Comisión Organizadora .Acta Final. Guía de las Excursbr.es.Cuestior.es
Generales. Geología Genera! y Estratigrafía - I Parte.
Tomo I! Noviembre de_l_959, 463 Pags. U. S.' $, 5,o©
GeoíogTa GenereVy"Estratigrafía - H Parte. Tectonismo y Sedimentación - !

Teci-onismo y Sedimeñfocfón*^ I! Parte. Geología Apiicedo - I Parte.

TecTcnrsmo y 5éalmeñtactOT7~ l\\ Porte. Geología Aplicado - !J Porte.
III. - M j E M O R I ^ D E L ^ ^ C O N G ^

EZOLAN O

Tomo I Noviembre de 1971, 552 Pogs. U . S . $ . l l r o o
-.
j
Acta Fínal.Re$6menes.Guras.de las Excursiones. Geoíogfa General y Esrrat:grafía-1 Parte t
Geología Morino y Petrolera - 1 Parte.

j
t

2E-Z
Tomo 11 Noviembre de 1971; 69.2 Pegs.. U.S.-. $ . 11 ,oo . , . , . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
Geología General y Estratigrofío- il Porte* Tectonismo, Petrogenia y Geoquímico- I Parte. GeohidroiogFo, Geoteer.io- i Parte. Syrnpusiurru Análisis de So
Tectónica de Venezuela y Areas Circunvecinas.
Tomo 111 Noviembre de 1971, 703 Paos. U . S . $. 11,o© . . . . . . . .
Geología General y Estratigrafía - MI Porte.

.......

Tomo IV Noviembre de 1971, 536 Pags. U . S . $ . 11 ,oo
Geología General y EstraHgrcfío- ÍV Porte. Tectonismo, Perrogenia y Geoquímico- i! Porte. Symposium: Ana! is is de la Tectónico de Venezuela y Areas C i r cunvecinos- il Porte.

'P*"!
L»«J

Tomo V Noviembre de 1971, 453 Pags. U . S . S. 11,oo
Geología Marina y Petrolero- til Porte. Geohidro logia, Geotecnia y Gecfísí co« II Porte,

j;

TomoVI Julio de 1976, 396 Pogs. U . S . $. 11,oo

P""]

Geohidroiogib, Geotécnia y Geofísica - III Parte. Geología Genere! y Estrs Hgrafia - V Parte. Geología Minera y Petrolera - IV Parte.

* . \

V.-MEMORIAS DE LA IX CONFERENCIA GEOLQGiCA ÍNTER-GUAYAN AS.
Tomo Uníco, Moyo de 1972, 692 Pogs. U . S . $. 19,oo
i
Informe de la Comisión Organizodoro. Excursiones Geológicos. Geología Gene - i
rol, Geomorfoiogia, Geohidrologia y Geotécnia,.Meterías Primas y sus Aplicocíones en la. Industria. Geología Regional, Estratigrafía y Tectónica. Petrología,
Geoquímica y Geocronología. Recursos Minerales, Geofísica, Sensores Remotes.
Conferencias.
Vi.-MEMORIAS DEL 11 CONGRESO LATINOAMERICANO DE GEOLOGÍA
Tomo 1 Noviembre de 1973, 440 Pogs. U.S. $. 1 1 , o o . .
Acta Final. Conferencias. Guías de las Excursiones,

\
L

Tomo 11 Noviembre de 1973, 890 Pogs. U . S . $. 24,oo
.../ ¡
Guies de los Excursiones - II Parte. Geología General, Geología Regional, Car
tografia Geológica. Estratigrafía, Paleontología, Geología Marina, Oceanografía, Sedimento logia, Bioestrcti grafía, Glaciarismo y Espeleología •
Tomo 111 Noviembre de 1973, 993 Pogs. U . S . $. 24,oo
Symposium sobre el Paleoceno. Symposium sobre Gondv/ona. Tectónica - Estructural. Tectónica Genera!, Neo-Tectónica, Márgenes Continentales, Tectónica
de Guayana. Mapas Tectónicos. Geodinámica. Sismología.

1
U J

3H-5
Ton:o ÍV Noviembre de 1?73, 945 pogs. Ü.S'íl
25roo
..
Tectónica de piones (Gsodir.ámica - Sismología). Tecícn-ca de Piceas (Met..,¡oc¿nesis).
M étodos Moderno; de ínveshigaciór (Geofísica," G¿cqumiiccj.. Sensores Remedo:., Geocronoiogia, Paleomagnerismo, Foto interpretación), Geotécnicc. Gcchídrc ¡o^Ta.
Tomo V Noviembre de 1973, 1009 pees. U~$TS~ 24,oo
Geotecnic, GeohidrologTa (Conf.) Petrología, MinerciIo^rQ/ MinerorjrafFa, Pefrogénesis,
Metamorfismo, Recursos Minerales y Energéticos. Teme: Diversos Especiales.

VI.-

MAPA DE ANOMALÍAS GRAVIMcTRICÁS DE BOUG5R
2 Hojas LttografJadas,

U.S.S*

ó/oo.*

•

FORMA DE A D Q U I S I C I Ó N PARA LAS PUBLICACIONES
PS IN ACOUÍR1NG

PUBLICATIONS

Marcar con una "X" ei recuadro de la publicación que desea adquirir y enviar conjuntamente con el pedido un cheque de ge-encia por el valor a no-nbre de: DIRECCIÓN DE

GEOLOGÍA.
Mark with an n X " the publication that you would like to recive end send aiong a check
for the amount In the name of; DIRECCIÓN DE GEOLOGÍA

MAPA GEOLÓGICO ESTRUCTURAL DE VENEZUELA
30 Hojas Lii-ografiadcs , U , S . $ .

72,oo

FORMA DE ADQUISICIÓN PARA EL MAPA
STEPS IN BUYING A MAP
$t desea adquirir e! mapa snvíe con juntamente con e! pedido un cheque de gerencia por
su valor c nombre de • FON IN VES.
If -you wish to buy a map-send a check for its cost on behalf of; FONINVES
ÁDRESS;
FON IN VES i
Centro P laza
Torre U B" Pisos 19 y 20
Lor. Palos Grandes
Caracas - Venezuela

*i§Z

